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INTRODUCTION
Background

The Potter Valley Project (Project) (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [FERC] Project No. 77) is
an inter-basin hydroelectric project located 15 miles northeast of Ukiah (Figure 1) that annually diverts
approximately 60,000 acre-feet (ac-ft) of water from the upper Eel River to the upper Russian River.
Project features include Scott Dam, a 130-foot-tall concrete gravity dam that impounds Lake Pillsbury, a
2,300-acre storage reservoir with an initial storage capacity in 1922 of 94,400 ac-ft; Cape Horn Dam that
impounds the 106-acre Van Arsdale Reservoir; and a diversion system that diverts water from the Eel
River at Van Arsdale Intake to the Project’s powerhouse located in the headwaters of the Russian River
watershed. The Project began diverting water in 1908 when Cape Horn Dam and the Van Arsdale
Diversion were built. Scott Dam was built in 1922 approximately 12 miles upstream of Cape Horn Dam
at river mile (RM) 168.5.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E’s) Project license expires in 2022. PG&E filed a PreApplication Document (PAD) and Notice of Intent (NOI) to formally initiate the relicensing process for
the Project in April 2017. PG&E withdrew its NOI and PAD and discontinued its efforts to relicense the
Project in January 2019, and in March 2019, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued a
notice soliciting interested potential applicants other than PG&E to file an NOI and PAD. In May 2019,
the Two-Basin Solution Partners (Partners) entered into a Planning Agreement to explore pathways to
obtain a new license for the Project. In June 2019, the Partners filed a NOI with FERC stating the intent
to undertake a Feasibility Study of a potential licensing proposal for the Project. The Feasibility Study
examined the practicability of potential actions in meeting agreed upon common goals and to inform the
Partners of cost and performance tradeoffs associated with those actions. Phase 1 of the Feasibility Study,
completed and filed with FERC in May 2020, included the following key elements: (1) a Regional Entity
that will apply for the new license and assume the new license if issued, (2) a Project Plan, (3) a Fisheries
Restoration Plan, (4) an Application Study Plan, and (5) a Financial Plan. Phase 2 of the Feasibility Study
was initiated in April 2020 with grant funding from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW) to supplement technical analyses conducted during Phase 1, and to conduct new technical
analyses.
This Technical Memorandum was prepared for the Partners by the Consultant Team to supplement
technical analyses performed during Phase 1 of the Feasibility Study. The information provided in this
document is a continuation of work along a path starting with preliminary feasibility analyses,
transitioning towards more refined analyses of an increasingly focused Project Plan, and culminating with
implementation of the best possible Project that meets programmatic goals in a cost-effective manner.
This Technical Memorandum reflects the consultant work product and is intended to be purely
informational and is thus not binding of any of the Partners. The evaluations incorporate limited input
from the Partners, resource agencies or other stakeholders. In addition, this Technical Memorandum will
not be filed with FERC as the basis for compliance under the Integrated License Process or other FERC
regulations. While this Technical Memorandum contributes to the information available to the Partners,
the Partners have not solely relied on this document for justification for any decision the Partners have
made or will make regarding FERC filings or cooperative agreements. More detailed studies will be
conducted through implementation of the FERC study plan, as well as additional engineering and
environmental studies outside of the FERC process. Accordingly, this Technical Memorandum reflects a
step that will be expanded and built upon in the coming years with additional studies, analysis, synthesis,
and ultimately decisions by the Partners on proceeding with a Project Plan.
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Purpose

The potential removal of Scott Dam is being studied because it is considered the most effective and
reliable approach to provide successful upstream and downstream fish passage and restore anadromous
fish access to the 289-square mile watershed upstream of the dam. The potential modification or removal
of Cape Horn Dam is being studied because issues with upstream and downstream fish passage have been
identified and alternatives for improving fish passage conditions could include modification or removal of
the dam. The purpose of this Technical Memorandum is to present a series of alternatives for
decommissioning or removal of both Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam as part of the greater Potter Valley
Project. Building on previous work done, this TM will consider both a rapid and a phased removal
approach to Scott Dam, with attention paid to the logistics of removal, construction sequencing,
equipment needs and others. Each alternative then culminates in a feasibility level cost estimate and a
summary of advantages and disadvantages of each alternative. Building on previous work done, this TM
will consider three removal alternatives (from partial to complete) of Cape Horn Dam, with primary
focuses on fish passage, water supply reliability, and dewatering and construction sequencing. The effort
will again culminate in individual cost estimates for each alternative. The companion TM Cape Horn
Dam Fish Passage Improvements (McMillen Jacobs Associates 2021) provides an evaluation of these
three alternatives against each other, and against a separate alternative that would retain Cape Horn Dam
with minor modifications.

1.3

Objective

The objective of this TM is to document the alternatives development to inform the Planning Agreement
Parties in their evaluation and consideration of potential improvements to advance.

1.4

Project Components

The Project consists of several major components, including:
• Scott Dam and Lake Pillsbury: Located near the headwaters of the Eel River watershed, Scott
Dam is a concrete gravity dam that was originally constructed to provide water storage for the
hydroelectric plant located in Potter Valley so that better balancing of power production throughout
the year could be achieved. Since that time, stored water has been used for additional beneficial
uses, including municipal water supply to downstream users in the Russian River Basin and
irrigation water supply for the Potter Valley Irrigation District (PVID). The dam does not include
provisions for fish passage, and therefore represents a fish passage barrier to the upper Eel River
watershed.
• Cape Horn Dam and Van Arsdale Reservoir: Located several miles downstream of Scott Dam,
Cape Horn Dam is a concrete gravity and earthfill dam that operates in run-of-river mode, with all
inflow passing over the crest of the spillway-type dam crest without attenuation or storage. The
dam includes a volitional fish passage facility located on the left bank. The dam was designed to
provide adequate submergence on the diversion tunnel intake to convey water to the powerhouse
through gravity flow.
• Van Arsdale Diversion: The Van Arsdale Diversion tunnel extends from just upstream of Cape
Horn Dam and through the basin divide, terminating at a steel penstock that conveys water to the
powerhouse located at the north end of Potter Valley. The diversion consists of several lengths of
tunnel and woodstave pipe with a combined length of over 1 mile. All flows passing from the Eel
River basin to the Russian River Basin through the Project pass through the Van Arsdale
Diversion.
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SCOTT DAM REMOVAL

Section 3.0 discusses options for Scott Dam removal, providing first a general description of the existing
facilities and an overview of work done to-date, followed by a more in-depth look at both rapid and
phased removal approaches, including a general description of each approach, potential dewatering and
construction sequencing options, a high-level cost estimate for the removal efforts, and a summary of
advantages and disadvantages to each approach. This section assumes that all beneficial uses of Scott
Dam and Lake Pillsbury will be eliminated or redefined upon dam removal.

2.1

Scott Dam Description

Scott Dam is a cyclopean concrete gravity dam that is approximately 130 feet in height with a total length
of 805 feet. Located approximately 12 miles upstream of Cape Horn Dam, Scott Dam and Lake Pillsbury
provide year-round, store-and-release operations for purposes of power generation, riparian rights, water
supply, and recreation. Scott Dam was constructed without any adult/or juvenile fish passage facilities.
Figure 1 provides an aerial view of the dam with pertinent features identified (see Appendix A).
The first 122 feet of the right abutment and the last 200 feet of the left abutment of the dam are nonoverflow sections. The middle overflow spillway section is approximately 483 feet long and includes a
concrete parapet wall extending the height of the dam at the abutments. The 31-bay spillway is gated by
five (5), 32-foot-wide by 10-foot-high, steel radial gates, and twenty-six 10-foot-high variable width steel
slide gates. The service bridge over the spillway contains rails for two wheel-mounted gate hoists, and
two 2-ton lightweight gantries. The spillway capacity with the reservoir water surface at the top of the
parapet wall is 160,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) with all operating gates open and 70,000 cfs with all
gates closed. Releases from the dam are generally between 70 to 300 cfs through the low-level outlet (see
discussion below).
The dam axis was modified during construction due to a slope failure located immediately upstream of
the left abutment. The left abutment was hydraulically sluiced to expose bedrock and the alignment of the
dam was angled downstream in a dogleg configuration so that it would bear on a unit of graywacke rock
that was deemed satisfactory for support of the structure. A large greenstone tectolith rock known as the
pinnacle was incorporated within the dogleg section of the dam in lieu of excavation and removal and
forms a significant component of the dam’s left abutment. This portion of the dam was later grouted and
reinforced with a crib wall and rock and soil fill on the downstream side to address leakage and slope
stability concerns in that area.
The low-level outlet (LLO) at the dam comprises a trashrack and intake portal and 72-inch diameter steel
pipe that extends through the dam to the valve house. Releases are made downstream of the stilling basin.
The outlet is controlled downstream by a 42-inch motor-operated needle valve which is isolated by a
manually operated 54-inch-diameter butterfly valve. The needle valve was removed, refurbished, and
reinstalled in 2007.
In addition to the LLO, a lower outlet was constructed approximately 15 feet below the centerline of the
LLO and intended as a sluice conduit. The intake to this lower outlet is buried under approximately 8 feet
of silt and was abandoned with the gate controls removed. The gate has therefore not been operable for
many years.
The LLO is the only available release point below the spillway crest and is operated to maintain a
minimum reservoir storage of at least 10,000 acre-feet (ac-ft), resulting in a minimum reservoir level of
1,861.7 feet (PG&E datum).
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Lake Pillsbury forms the reservoir impounded by Scott Dam and has an area of approximately 2,280 acres
at normal maximum water level. The storage capacity of the reservoir was originally 94,400 acre-feet
(Porterfield and Dunnam, 1964), but diminished to approximately 76,876 ac-ft by 2017. Estimates of
accumulated sediment volume behind the dam vary, including 20.5 million cubic yards (yd3) (CalTrout
and McBain Associates 2020) and 35 million cy (McMillen Jacobs Associates 2018). A simple difference
of the water storage estimates through time provides yet another estimate, namely 28.3 million cy. For
consistency in reporting across multiple memoranda, an assumed volume of 21 million cy of sediment
will be adopted throughout this TM.
Based on bathymetric survey data provided by PG&E, the elevation of the sediment at the upstream face
of the dam is at about 1,824 feet (PG&E datum). This places the sediment level just above the invert
elevation of the grizzly rack mounted on the face of the intake to the low-level outlet, confirming reports
that the intake is partially buried.
See Drawings S-0-1 and S-0-2 in Appendix C for plan and section views, respectively, of existing facility
components.

2.2

Summary of Related Work

The following section provides an annotated bibliography of work completed to-date or in progress that
relates to partial or full removal of Scott Dam in either a phased or rapid manner.
CEED (2004): This report investigates the potential economic benefits of dam removal along the Eel
River. The report estimates a direct cost of $33 million to remove both Cape Horn and Scott Dams. The
estimate is not “based on an engineering analysis”. Instead, the approach adopts a “hedonic regression”
method, which is otherwise known as a “parametric” or “unit cost” approach. The estimate assumes a
linear relationship between dam removal cost and the cost per foot of dam height. The report does not
provide a discussion of approaches to removing Scott Dam.
McMillen Jacobs Associates (2018): McMillen Jacobs Associates conducted an initial feasibility study
aimed at identifying and evaluating potential capital modification alternatives for Scott Dam. Scott Dam
removal options considered included:
1. Partial Dam Removal: With this option, Scott Dam would be partially decommissioned with dam
removal down to the spillway crest. An overflow spillway would extend across the entire dam crest
with all water releases routed over the spillway. The low-level outlet would be maintained to
provide full draining of the reservoir if required. The primary reason for this option would be to
minimize sediment removal from the reservoir.
2. Full Dam Removal: This option would consist of full removal of Scott Dam. The existing dam, low
level outlet, valve house, and related structures would be completely removed. A new river channel
would be established through the reservoir area and would be excavated through the reservoir with
the material disposed of in the river overbank areas. The remaining sediment would be maintained
within the reservoir. This would require selected excavation to bench and stabilize the deposited
materials. Both structural and vegetative erosion control measures would be required to provide
effective stabilization of the sediment. However, it could still be expected that some of this material
would be eroded and transported downstream during large flood events.
3. Full Dam Removal with Sediment Removal: This option is identical to the option described above,
except for the addition of sediment removal and disposal from the reservoir. The study estimated a
total sediment deposition of approximately 21,607 ac-ft, corresponding to a volume of 35 million
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yd3 of sediment behind Scott Dam. This option was not considered feasible due to the sheer volume
of material that would need to be excavated and transported to an offsite disposal site.
McBain Associates and Princeton Hydro (2019): McBain Associates and Princeton Hydro developed a
presentation that considers sediment management under conditions of Scott Dam removal. The
presentation provides the following highlights:
• A phased removal in four stages was considered. Each stage would rely on natural sediment
transport (via channel incision into lake sediments) into resultant sediment trap.
• Primary sediment trap at Scott Dam as the dam is lowered in stages.
• Additional sediment trap just upstream of Cape Horn Dam (if needed) to capture sediment released
downstream of Scott Dam
• Staged passive channel restoration within Lake Pillsbury as the channels incise.
• Two different options for sediment disposal were considered:
o Slurry Pumping Option: Hydraulic dredging of sediment trap(s) behind Scott Dam,
relocation of sediment with a slurry pump to a disposal area south of the Gravelly Valley
airport. Slurry pumping involves a series of barges, pumps and pipes to move sediment
trapped behind the dam to designated spoils areas. This effort may be scaled up to reduce
project duration however, costs per cubic yard will likely remain the same or increase.
Estimated to cost $71M over 9 years.
o Excavate and Off-Highway Hauling Option: This method would require construction of a
road along the southern portion of Lake Pillsbury and crossing of Salmon Creek and an
earthen platform to provide a location to excavate sediment and load trucks. Excavation
of the sediment would require draining of the lake to allow access to the lakebed.
Estimated to cost $270M over 67 years.
• Presentation assumed that no sediment (other than fines) would be released from the dams to the
downstream Eel River channel.
Stillwater Sciences (2021): In addition to work completed previously and described above, companion
TMs are currently under development. Of these companion TM’s, the two most relevant to dam removal
are:
• Analyses of Fine Sediment Erosion Following the Proposed Scott Dam Removal (Stillwater
Sciences 2021a): Removing Scott Dam with a rapid removal approach (see discussion below in
Section 2.3) would result in a short duration, one-time increase in high suspended sediment
concentration (SSC) during a winter storm event on the order of 600,000 mg/L that would most
likely last for approximately four days if streamflow following notch opening is around 2,000 cfs.
If the discharge following notch opening is only 1,000 cfs, however, the SSC would be reduced to
about 450,000 mg/L, which would most likely last for approximately nine days. And if the
streamflow following notch opening is 5,000 cfs, the SSC would be increased to approximately
900,000 mg/L, which would most likely last for approximately two days.
Removing Scott Dam with a staged removal approach (see discussion below in Section 2.4) would
result in fine sediment erosion during the low flow season (May through November) up to
approximately 196,000 mg/L for a combined duration of more than 100 days that spans four water
years if the rate of notching is adequately fast. The most likely scenario, however, is an SSC lower
than 196,000 mg/L that lasts significantly longer. For example, in a likely scenario of 100,000
mg/L SSC, the combined duration in the four water years could potentially exceed 250 days. A
faster notching would mean higher SSC but shorter impact duration (but still longer than 100 days),
and slower notching would mean a lower SSC but increased duration of impact. In the absence of
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mechanical sediment removal and disposal, there is no known method to reduce the magnitude of
SSC and shorten the impact duration simultaneously.
• Analyses of Fine Sediment Erosion Effects on Aquatic Species Following the Proposed Scott Dam
Removal (Stillwater Sciences 2021b): Results from this study suggest that the high concentration
and short duration of fine sediment release predicted under the rapid removal alternative would
result in high levels of mortality for those species and life stages exposed during winter. Similarly,
under the staged removal alternative, the high concentration of fine sediment release would result
in high levels of mortality for those species and life stages exposed during four consecutive
summers (May through November). That is, the staged removal alternative includes most of the
impacts of the vertical notch alternative, with the additional impacts of multiple consecutive years,
and potential for fine sediment release during summer. Overall, the key opportunities to reduce
potential impacts to salmonids include a dam removal approach resembling a rapid removal
alternative that results in a single fine sediment release event over a short duration of time (i.e.,
days), during early winter, and coincident with naturally high flows in the watershed.

2.3

Alternative S-1: Rapid Removal

The following section considers removal of Scott Dam through a rapid removal approach. The section
includes a general description of the approach, a potential dewatering and construction sequence, a highlevel cost estimate and a summary of advantages and disadvantages.
See Drawings S-1-1 and S-1-2 in Appendix C for section and profile views of a proposed rapid removal
approach.
2.3.1

General Description

Rapid removal refers less to the duration required to actually remove the dam structure, and more to the
duration of time over which accumulated sediment is released from the reservoir. As noted above, rapid
removal assumes a large pulse of high SSC in the winter season at flows between about 1,000 cfs and
5,000 cfs. The rapid removal approach outlined here is therefore conceived to achieve these conditions of
sediment erosion and evacuation from the reservoir.
The general concept for the rapid removal approach involves four main steps:
1. Adit Tunnel: Drill a tunnel through the base of the spillway and leaving a plug intact at the
upstream terminus of the tunnel;
2. Dam Lowering: Lower the dam and reservoir during the low flow season using the existing needle
valve to control releases;
3. Sediment Flushing: Open the tunnel plug and release impounded sediments during a single high
flow season; and
4. Dam Removal and Channel Rehabilitation: Complete dam removal and channel rehabilitation
during the following low flow season.
Each of these main steps is described in further detail in the paragraphs that follow.
2.3.2

Adit Tunnel

Adit outlets for large dam removal projects (e.g., Condit Dam) can take many different approaches,
including construction of a new outlet through the base of the dam that is excavated or drilled and blasted
to an upstream underwater bulkhead (USSD 2015). This is the approach espoused here for a rapid
removal of Scott Dam.
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Adit tunnel construction would take place during the low flow season from June through October when
inflows are generally below 400 cfs, which is the approximate capacity of the needle valve. Figure 2
presents the unimpaired (i.e., no Scott Dam) monthly average water discharge downstream of Scott Dam
based on a simulated unimpaired discharge series from Water Year (WY) 1911 through 2017 (see
Appendix A). From the figure, average monthly flow in May is nearly 400 cfs, which is the capacity of
the needle valve outlet at a reservoir water surface elevation (WSEL) of 1910.1 feet. Average monthly
flows drop precipitously in June as the river enters the low flow season extending through October and
into early November. Although there is always some risk of high flows occurring when unexpected, the
figure suggests a fairly reliable low-flow period lasting five months (starting in June and running through
October).
Construction of an adit tunnel through the base of the spillway will first require access to the spillway
apron and concrete buttress. Access to this area of the dam is difficult with heavy equipment and will rely
on the construction of a temporary access route and, due to the steep banks near the apron and the needle
valve discharge jet, the use of a barge to float equipment over to the apron. The Eel River Road is
currently the primary access route (Figure 3, see Appendix A), providing access to the right abutment of
the dam. A temporary access road could be constructed off of Eel River Road for approximately 1,600
feet to provide access to a temporary barge launch at the downstream terminus of the existing plunge pool
(Figure 4, see Appendix A). Using a barge to move heavy equipment to the spillway apron will require a
ramp to move equipment from the barge to the apron. Furthermore, the length and approach slope of the
ramp will depend on the tailwater condition, which could be somewhat altered by changing flow releases
from the needle valve for a short period of time to simplify access. However, the tailwater rating curve
developed by PG&E indicates comparatively little change in tailwater elevation over the range of flows
that can be released through the needle valve.
Excavation of the tunnel would require demolition of a channel through the spillway apron and concrete
buttress to provide a continuous pathway for sediment-laden water to discharge to the river once flushing
begins. The channel would be slightly larger in width than the tunnel and would be roughly trapezoidal in
shape, providing access to the tunnel portal for a road header or other suitable tunnel excavation
equipment. The channel would be approximately 80 to 90 feet in length, from about 7 ½ to 14 ½ feet
deep, and would extend from the downstream terminus of the concrete buttress to the tunnel portal
upstream.
The tunnel itself would be approximately 10 to 15 feet in diameter and would be capable of passing flows
between about 2,500 cfs (10-foot diameter) and 7,000 cfs (15-foot diameter) under open channel
conditions, and more under orifice flow conditions with the reservoir level above the tunnel crown
(Figure 5, see Appendix A). This range of capacities is considered suitable for evacuating Phase 1
sediments within just a few days of opening the upstream tunnel portal (Stillwater Sciences, 2021a). The
tunnel would be roughly horseshoe-shaped and would be excavated through the base of the dam, with an
invert elevation of approximately 1792.5 feet (PG&E datum). The relatively low invert elevation of the
tunnel would 1) help maximize the volume of accumulated sediment flushed from the reservoir, and 2)
provide sufficient cover (roughly 2 ½ feet) between the floor of the inspection gallery and the crown of
the tunnel. Excavation of the tunnel would stop short of the upstream dam face by about 8 to 10 feet,
leaving a concrete plug in place. The tunnel portal would have an estimated 15 feet of sediment deposits
sitting above the crown of the tunnel at that location. The tunnel would likely be unlined, but may require
temporary supports for worker safety, including spiles, rock bolts, shotcrete or other measures. A
complete coring program, concrete condition assessment, and stability analysis would be required to
develop the engineering design of the tunnel.
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Dam Lowering

Dam lowering activities would also take place during the low flow season from June through October and
could generally be performed simultaneously with tunnel excavation without conflict. However, attention
should be paid to potential rock fall hazards along the face of the spillway due to dam lowering activities
and the potential hazard to workers excavating the tunnel below.
Dam lowering activities will take place with workers located along the dam crest and with barge-mounted
machinery. Barge-mounted machinery will not be required for the duration of dam removal activities but
will likely be required initially due to 1) the limited width of the walkway deck and 2) the questionable
load bearing capacity of the deck. Figure 6 provides a section through the spillway and walkway and
Figure 7 provides a photo of the same (see Appendix A). From the figures, an 8-foot-wide walkway is
indicated, providing insufficient space to access the dam for lowering.
A small barge-mounted crane would be used to remove larger, removable appurtenances from the top of
the dam, such as the steel slide gates, radial gates, gate operating cylinders, hoists, and sheds. The radial
gates can be removed from the trunnion hub by first resting the gates on temporary supports, then
torching the connection or unbolting if bolted. Workers outfitted with fall protection gear would remove
the smaller appurtenances, such as instrumentation and monitoring cable and conduit runs, grating,
handrail, and steel tracks using handheld tools or small equipment.
Once all of the appurtenances have been removed from the top of the dam and spillway, a barge-mounted
hydraulic impact hammer (“hoe ram”) or similar equipment would then proceed with dam lowering (see
Figure 8 in Appendix A for an example photo taken during the Glines Canyon Dam removal). Diamond
wire sawcutting may also be used to effectively remove sections of the existing concrete deck. The piers
along the top of the ogee dam crest are likely reinforced to withstand the moment forces applied by the
gates and static water in the reservoir. Removal of the piers could also be through diamond sawcutting.
Exposed reinforcing may need to be removed before permanent concrete disposal.
Dam lowering would proceed in such a manner that safe access to the lower crest of the dam is provided
from the upper abutments. This may require slopes of 50 percent or less to provide direct access for
excavation equipment to the lowered dam crest. The lowered crest elevation would be between elevation
1,861.7 and 1,890.0 feet, leading to a total volume of demolished material between about 4,000 cy and
16,000 cy. The upper threshold of 1,890.0 feet leads to a dam crest width of nearly 19 feet, which is
considered a safe operating width for heavy equipment access. The lower threshold of 1,861.7 feet is the
level at which stored sediment is considered to still be stable and below which the risk of sloughing and
outlet plugging is considered possible. Both of these risks, as well as the cost of barge-mounted
excavation, should be factored into the calculus of the construction management plan.
In the year between the initial adit tunnel operation and sediment flushing and dam removal, the dam will
have to have been designed to pass large flood events without failing. Even during the removal, the
sequenced removal will have to consider monthly peak flow passage over the notched dam structure.
These analyses would need to be performed and approved by California Division of Safety of Dams prior
to commencing with removal activities.
Rubble and other material generated from the dam lowering could be side cast down the face of the
spillway or placed on material barges and hauled off to a designated disposal area. In the case of side
casting down the spillway, front-end loaders and dump trucks could be positioned along the apron of the
spillway to clean up the material and dispose of it in shifts. Alternatively, these cleanup activities could
take place after the flushing period is over and the rest of the dam has been removed. Potential areas for
disposal include the plunge pool, areas in the upstream part of the reservoir, and areas downstream of the
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dam near the confluence with Soda Creek. With an estimated range of about 4,000 yd3 to 16,000 yd3 of
material for the initial lowering, and an average large dump truck capacity of 16 cy, the initial lowering
would require between about 250 and 1,000 roundtrip truck trips if haul-off is required.
When the initial lowering is complete, the dam will be in a position to pass all flows over the lowered
spillway. The reason for this is that, once the tunnel is fully opened and flushing begins, the LLO will
likely become buried and/or clogged with sediment and no longer operational. Therefore, notching the
spillway to help concentrate flows near the center of the spillway and away from the abutments and groin
of the dam may be important from a dam safety perspective. For this reason, a large notch section will be
created during the dam lowering step. The section will be between about 10 and 15 feet deep and between
about 150 to 200 feet wide, with an overall discharge capacity between about 15,000 cfs and 40,000 cfs.
Alternatively, or in addition, the existing training walls that follow the line of the abutments could be
retained and protected during initial lowering and flushing to help defend against abutment erosion during
high flow events.
Because this step of the removal process starts with up to about 70,000 ac-ft of potential water storage
volume and ends with as little as 10,000 ac-ft, there is the possibility of timing releases to correspond
with demands. However, it may be more straightforward and less risky to ensure that all required
modifications to water storage and water delivery operations to the Russian River are in place prior to
beginning dam removal
2.3.4

Sediment Flushing

Prior to the initiation of sediment flushing, drilling would occur in the concrete plug near the upstream
face of the dam to install explosives. The drill pattern would be established and marked in advance and
would be designed to efficiently blast and remove the remaining concrete plug comprising the upstream
tunnel portal. Initiation systems would also be installed at this time when drilling occurs. In addition, the
area of reservoir sediment deposits immediately upstream of the concrete portal plug would be dredged
using a clamshell dredge or similar approach to free the area near the upstream tunnel portal of sediment
so that water can pass through the tunnel at the moment the plug is blasted. Periodic maintenance
dredging may be required in this same area, depending on the length of time that passes until flushing
begins.
Following pre-established protocols related to river flow forecasting, explosives would be set and
detonated during or preceding an anticipated flood event of sufficient magnitude to evacuate fine
sediment deposits from the reservoir. Forecasting could include numerous data and modeling sources,
such as the National Weather Service and the California Nevada River Forecast Center. Protocols and
decision trees would be developed with stakeholder input to ensure that flushing begins at the right time
and under the right conditions. Event-triggered flushing would likely begin between December and March
when the highest flows typically occur.
Depending on permitting requirements, this step may be initiated during the high flow season
immediately following the dam lowering activities, or it may go “on hold” until an event of sufficient
magnitude and duration is forecast. In this case, inter-annual maintenance at the dam may be required.
These activities could include localized dredging near the upstream tunnel portal and dam safety
monitoring measures required by Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD). Note also that the dam would be
operating in run-of-river mode at this time, such that any required infrastructure to divert and store high
flows destined for the Russian River would need to be in place.
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Dam Removal and Channel Rehabilitation

After the flushing period has diminished and the low flow period has arrived again, final dam removal
and channel rehabilitation would commence. These activities would likely last through the low flow
season, ending at some point prior to December.
This step would begin by conducting an inspection of the dam’s structural integrity following the
controlled blasting of the upstream tunnel portal. Adaptive management measures would need to be
developed and available at this time, should the work activities described below be deemed unsafe.
Concrete gravity dams are typically constructed of unreinforced concrete, except near the crest of the dam
(USSD 2015). Scott Dam is likely no different. Removal of the remainder of the dam would be by means
of land-based heavy equipment such as hydraulic excavators and hoe rams, or by means of drilling and
blasting techniques or both. Because the tunnel would be open at this point, no reservoir pool would be
impounded behind the dam. For this reason, barge-mounted work activities would not be expected.
Instead, access to the remaining crest of the dam would be from the sloped abutments using high-traction
excavation or drilling equipment, or via a crane to lower smaller excavators into place (see example photo
from the Glines Canyon Dam removal in Figure 9 in Appendix A). Crane work could also include
demolition work using a wrecking ball, with the crane positioned below the remainder of the dam.
The extent to which the dam is removed in not entirely known at this time. The assumption for this TM is
that a section is cut through the base of the dam at the original ground surface that will accommodate the
bankfull flood and the 100-year flood at depths and velocities that mimic expected reference reach depths
and velocities. Drawing S-1-2 in Appendix C provides an example the final section through the dam axis.
From the drawing, the large “pinnacle” and surrounding portion of the dam on river left are retained, as is
a sloping portion of the dam on river right. The total volume of material comprising the dam is roughly
115,000 yd3. It is assumed here that approximately 80 percent of this material (about 92,000 yd3) is
removed. Much of the top portion of the dam could be broken and stored in the plunge pool area before
the accumulated bedload in the reservoir has an opportunity to occupy the space. The remainder of the
materials could be crushed and used as road base, crushed and otherwise recycled (e.g., to construct
berms for containment of pumped slurry, should that alternative go forward; see McBain Associates and
Princeton Hydro, 2019), stored and capped on site (e.g., along the left abutment and onto the cribwall,
and/or behind the remainder of the dam upstream of the pinnacle), or hauled offsite to a designated
permanent disposal facility. The former means and methods are almost certainly preferred to the latter, as
92,000 yd3 of material equates to approximately 9,200 truck trips using 10-yard dump trucks, which is
quite a large number and quite costly.
Final channel rehabilitation will involve removing the dam at the location of historical bedrock or to a
grade appropriate given the overall geomorphological context of the reach. The current assumption is that
the channel will be graded through concrete and rock excavation to a slope of roughly 2 percent.
However, that value would likely change based on bathymetric survey of the downstream reach to help
determine a more suitable channel slope. During the final demolition, roughness elements could be
“carved into” the bedrock and dam concrete so that the reach through the former dam site is stable, but
contains forcing features that diversify velocity, depth, and energy dissipation within the reach.

2.4

Alternative S-2: Phased Removal

The following section considers removal of Scott Dam through a phased removal approach. The section
includes a general description of the approach, a potential dewatering and construction sequence, a highlevel cost estimate and a summary of advantages and disadvantages.
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See Drawings S-2-1 and S-2-2 in Appendix C for section and profile views of a proposed rapid removal
approach.
2.4.1

General Description

In contrast to a rapid removal approach, which evacuates the majority of sediment and drains the reservoir
pool in a single high-flow season, phased removal draws the reservoir down and flushes sediment more
gradually over a series of high-flow seasons. The phased removal approach described below assumes four
high-flow seasons and corresponds with the sediment release processes described in Stillwater Sciences
(2021) and McBain Associates and Princeton Hydro (2019).
The general concept for the phased removal approach involves three main steps:
1. Dam Lowering: Remove the dam crest and all appurtenances, lower the dam and reservoir during
the low flow season using the existing needle valve to control releases, and construct a spillway
notch to pass high flows;
2. Successive Notching: Through three high-flow and low-flow seasons, successively lower and
notch the dam to gradually evacuate sediment drain reservoir; and
3. Dam Removal and Channel Rehabilitation: Complete dam removal and channel rehabilitation
during the final (fourth) low-flow season.
Each of these main steps is described in further detail int eh paragraphs that follow.
2.4.2

Dam Lowering

Most of the dam lowering activities under a phased removal approach would mimic those already
described above in Section 2.3.3, with the exception that no tunnel excavation would be needed for a
phased removal approach.
Dam lowering activities would take place in the low-flow season with workers located along the dam
crest and with barge-mounted machinery. A small barge-mounted crane would be used to remove larger,
removable appurtenances from the top of the dam, such as the steel slide gates, radial gates, gate
operating cylinders, hoists, and sheds. Hoe rams or similar machinery could then be used to lower the
dam.
The dam would initially be lowered to approximately elevation 1,850 feet, which is below the threshold at
which the low-level outlet is expected to clog or be partially of fully buried. For this reason, the initial
lowering should include spillway notching sufficient to convey the anticipated high flows over the winter
and spring period. Concrete dams can typically accommodate streamflow diversion by passing flows over
the top of the dam in this way (USSD 2015). In addition, the dam would operate thereafter in run-of-river
mode, such that all modifications to water storage and water delivery operations to the Russian River
would need to be in place prior to beginning the first high flow season.
Lowering the dam to elevation 1,850.0 feet corresponds with an anticipated release of approximately 1.1
million yd3 of stored material, assuming a 50-foot-wide notch (Stillwater Sciences 2021a). This is
expected to be a maximum volume of material released during this first stage. Rapid drawdown of the
reservoir pool could induce landslides along the reservoir shoreline, potentially leading to a seiche that
could endanger workers. To reduce this risk, drawdown rates between about 1 and 2 feet per day have
been cited (USSD 2015).
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Successive Notching

After the initial dam lowering and the first high-flow season, the dam is successively lowered over two
more low-flow construction seasons, first to elevation 1,830 feet (20 feet of lowering), and then to
elevation 1,810 feet (another 20 feet of lowering). Volumes of material expected to be passively flushed
and evacuated from the reservoir are 8.5 million yd3 and 2.4 million yd3, respectively. Construction
methods will be similar to those described above and in Section 2.3.3 and 2.3.5. Another option for
phased removal is to set vertical explosives in lifts and sequentially blast, side-cast, haul off and/or bury
material. Such an approach could be more cost-effective than using heavy equipment to mechanically
remove the dam’s mass concrete, particularly given the presumed strength of the concrete, which is likely
above 6,000 pounds per square inch.
2.4.4

Dam Removal and Channel Rehabilitation

After three successive low-flow period dam notchings, each followed by a high-flow flushing season,
final dam removal and channel rehabilitation would commence. These activities would likely last through
the low flow season, ending at some point prior to December. The activities that would fall under this
stage of the project are identical to those described above in Section 2.3.5 for a rapid removal approach.

2.5

Scott Dam Removal Cost Estimate

A complete AACE Class 5 engineer’s cost estimate for Alternatives S-1 and S-2 is provided in Appendix
D and summarized below in Table 2-1. Important considerations that went into the estimate include:
• Volume of rubble: As noted, approximately 80 percent of the volume of Scott Dam is assumed to
be removed during construction, leaving approximately 20 percent of the dam in place. This
number could easily change based on permitting requirements and consideration of both project
costs and risks by the Planning Agreement Parties.
• Cost of demolition: The assumed unit cost for removal and disposal of one cubic yard of concrete
from Scott Dam is $500. This includes both labor and equipment. The cost also assumes that the
majority of concrete removed will be unreinforced, as is typical of dams of this type and age.
• Tunneling: Additional costs are associated with the tunneling activities under Alternative S-1,
which will also include access improvements to the plunge pool and dam apron area.
• Mobilization and Demobilization: Under a Phased removal approach, equipment and labor will
need to be remobilized and demobilized for two more construction seasons, which adds cost to the
phased alternative.
Table 2-1. Scott Dam Removal Alternatives Cost Estimate Summary.

Division

Item

Alternative S-1
1
GC's & Mobilization
$15,940,000
2
Demolition
$46,980,000
5
Metals
$50,000
31
Earthwork
$1,700,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$1,500,000
35
Marine and Waterway
$2,900,000
Total Construction Price
$69,070,000
Taxes, Overhead, Profit & Bond
Overhead
$4,144,200
$8,288,400
Profit
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Alternative S-2
$25,665,000
$47,230,000
$50,000
$350,000
$1,000,000
$2,700,000
$76,995,000
$4,619,700
$9,239,400
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Item

Alternative S-1
$2,196,426
$5,007,575
$19,636,601

Construction Bonds and Insurance
California Sales Tax
Total
Contingency
Total Contingency

Contingency
$17,267,500
$17,267,500

Median Construction Cost
Total Construction Cost Range (-50%)
Total Construction Cost Range (+100%)

$105,974,101
$52,987,051
$211,948,202

Cost

Alternative S-2
$2,448,441
$5,582,138
$21,889,679
$19,248,750
$19,248,750

$118,133,429
$59,066,714
$236,266,857

For comparison purposes, the following similar dam removal costs are presented:
• San Clemente Dam removal was $86.3 million for a 106-foot-tall arch dam. Costs include
restoration, revegetation, and planting programs costs; and
• Condit Dam was removed using similar techniques; removal costs are estimated at $37 million
(2011 dollars; $47 million in 2021 dollars at 2.5% annual escalation) for the 125-foot-tall concrete
gravity dam containing roughly 35,000 yd3 of concrete. This is approximately 1/3 the total volume
that would be removed at Scott Dam. This cost is assumed to include approximately 48 acres
within the former reservoir and 6.2 acres of decommissioning construction areas that were seeded
with grasses and shrubs and planted with over 19,000 trees.

2.6

Scott Dam Removal Alternatives Comparison

Both the phased and rapid removal approaches are technically feasible and have been successfully
adopted and implemented on other projects of similar scale. From a cost standpoint, the expected cost of
each approach is within the range of other dam removal projects that have been completed. The main
differentiator between the two approaches may therefore reside in their relationship to sediment and
impacts to the downstream aquatic environment.
Based on preliminary work conducted by Stillwater Sciences (2021), both dam removal alternatives are
estimated to result in the release of substantial volumes of fine sediment, causing particularly high SSC
and likely resulting in substantial or total mortality for some or all life stages of fish. However, the rapid
removal approach would have a relatively low likelihood of direct impacts on most species and life stages
and would be consistent with the time of year when elevated SSC occurs under natural conditions. In
contrast, the phased removal approach would have additional impacts from multiple consecutive years of
elevated SSC, and potential for fine sediment release during summer.

3

CAPE HORN DAM REMOVAL

Section 3.0 discusses options for Cape Horn Dam removal, providing first an overview of the facility as it
exists, followed by a summary of work done to-date. A summary of collaborative brainstorming and
preliminary alternatives screening is then presented, followed by a more in-depth look at three potential
removal alternatives, including high-level cost estimates and a summary of advantages and disadvantages
for each. The three alternatives considered are:
• Alternative C-1: Control Section with Pump Station
• Alternative C-2: Roughened Channel with Gravity Supply
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• Alternative C-3: Upstream Diversion with Gravity Supply
The section does not provide an alternatives evaluation. Instead, the reader is referred to Cape Horn Dam
Fish Passage Improvements (McMillen Jacobs Associates 2021) for a thorough evaluation of the three
alternatives discussed above. The reason for the relocated evaluation is that all three of the alternatives
listed above and discussed here represent competing alternatives for fish passage. The alternatives listed
above happen to be specific to conditions of Cape Horn Dam removal, whereas the analysis presented in
McMillen Jacobs Associates (2021) largely considers retention and retrofit of Cape Horn Dam. By
providing an evaluation of the three alternatives above in McMillen Jacobs Associates (2021), other
alternatives related to fish passage can be included in the evaluation, even though they do not involve
removal of Cape Horn Dam.
The primary function of Cape Horn Dam is to back water up so that the tunnel is submerged and the flow
of water to the Russian River can be controlled by system operators. Because Cape Horn Dam is currently
an essential component of the diversion and delivery infrastructure, its function must be replaced by
alternative diversion and conveyance infrastructure either before, during, or shortly after Cape Horn Dam
removal. At the same time there is great interest by project stakeholders in considering fish passage
improvements at the current site of Cape Horn Dam, and this interest goes beyond retrofitting or replacing
existing facilities in kind and extends to new ideas like dam removal. For these reasons, the alternatives
considered below all include three important areas of consideration:
1. Dam Removal: The extent to which Cape Horn Dam is removed and the sequencing of how that
might be achieved;
2. Water Diversion: How the current diversion function of Cape Horn Dam might be replaced to
ensure a continued reliable supply of water to the Russian River; and
3. Fish Passage: How dam removal may parlay into significant fish passage improvements at the
current site of the dam.

3.1

Cape Horn Dam Description

Cape Horn Dam consists of a concrete, gravity overflow spillway section centered on the Eel River and
an earthfill section on river right. In total the dam is approximately 520 feet long, with the earthfill section
comprising approximately 237 feet and the concrete gravity section comprising roughly 283 feet. The
maximum height of the dam is approximately 63 feet. The dam also features a fish exclusion barrier
downstream of the dam toe within the concrete gravity section and an adjoining “fish hotel” that serves as
the entrance to a pool-and-weir-type fish ladder that ascends through bedrock up the left abutment of the
dam, exiting into the Van Arsdale Fish Station. See Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements
(McMillen Jacobs Associates 2021) for further discussion of the fish ladder.
The concrete, gravity spillway portion of the dam includes a 5-foot-diameter outlet which was abandoned
in place in 1987 due to an accumulation of sediment preventing its operation, and the construction of the
fish exclusion barrier that flooded the downstream side of the outlet. Water passing downstream of the
dam can therefore take three possible routes: 1) over the length of the concrete gravity crest (i.e.,
spillway), 2) through the east and west release gates at the center of the dam, or 3) through the fish ladder
on river left.
The concrete gravity portion of the dam is separated from the earthfill portion by a large concrete
retaining wall on river right. The wall is battered on both sides and rises over 50 feet from bedrock near
its center, at an elevation of 1,519.0 feet. The wall tapers from the center in both the upstream and
downstream direction, with perhaps 50 feet of the upstream extents of the wall submerged and residing
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below the dam crest. In order to increase the stability of the retaining wall, seven post-tensioned rock
anchors were installed in 1973.
The earthfill portion of the dam has a 10-foot-wide crest and is set at elevation 1,516.8 feet. The
maximum height of the embankment is approximately 60 feet and the slopes of the earthfill are about
3H:1V on the upstream side and 2.5H:1V on the downstream side. The embankment includes a
nonreinforced mass concrete corewall founded on bedrock and extending 35 feet from the retaining wall
to a second section of corewall composed of reinforced concrete founded on natural sand. The earthfill
section includes riprap armoring along the upstream and downstream faces. The downstream face also
includes a rock berm and a reinforced gunite slab.
Cape Horn Dam forms Van Arsdale Reservoir along the Eel River. The gross storage capacity of Van
Arsdale Reservoir was originally 1,457 ac-ft with a usable capacity of 1,140 ac-ft. Accumulation of
sediment over time has resulted in significant loss of reservoir capacity. Based on bathymetric and
topographic surveys conducted in 2002 and 2006, the reservoir capacity diminished to less than 390 ac-ft
(PG&E 2015; PG&E 2006). This suggests that a total accumulated sediment volume of roughly 1.7
million yd3 is impounded and stored behind the dam.
Cape Horn Dam backs up water to the Van Arsdale Diversion, which diverts water upstream of Cape
Horn Dam and conveys it through a hillside nearly 2 miles south to the Potter Valley Powerhouse. The
intake structure is located on the southwest bank of Van Arsdale Reservoir, approximately 400 feet
upstream from Cape Horn Dam. The diversion facility includes two inclined fish screen bays, an
Archimedes screw pump, and a fish return channel. The Archimedes screw pump lifts fish and bypass
water from the distal end of the screens to the fish return channel, which then deposits fish into the Cape
Horn Dam fish ladder.
Each of the inclined plane fish screens is cleaned by an automated compressed air sparging system that
blows debris off the screens from below. The debris is then carried by water flowing over the top of the
screens to the fish bypass system. The fish screens and fish return system remain in continuous operation
from October through July, except during periods of storm runoff when flows are 7,000 cfs or greater, at
which time water diversion is ceased to avoid damage to the screens. Each screen is designed to pass 240
cfs with an approach velocity of 0.4 foot per second. However, the screens have been derated to 50
percent capacity due to current mechanical limitations, and so only 240 cfs total can be diverted through
the screens.
See Drawing C-0-1 in Appendix C for a plan view of existing facility components.

3.2

Summary of Related Work

The following section provides an annotated bibliography of work completed to-date or in progress that
relates to partial or full removal of Cape Horn Dam.
PG&E (2005): Based on a FERC field investigation and observation of sediment deposition immediately
upstream of Cape Horn Dam that was in close proximity to the water intake structure, PG&E conducted
an investigation of reservoir sedimentation behind Cape Horn Dam. The primary objective of the study
was to develop alternative measures and implementation recommendations to remediate sedimentation in
Van Arsdale Reservoir. Alternatives considered included 1) sediment pass-through, 2) bendway weirs or
Iowa vanes, and 3) no action. In its initial characterization of reservoir sedimentation behind Cape Horn
Dam, the report notes that Van Arsdale Reservoir currently functions as a Stage 3 reservoir (i.e., QuasiEquilibrium; see Figure 10) and is actively progressing its way towards Full Equilibrium (Stage 4) and
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functions more like a river channel than a reservoir due to its small storage capacity, residence time, and
current depositional fill.
Study results indicated that the amount of local dredging currently required in front of the intake is
expected to be less disruptive that the initial dredging required for a sediment pass-through alternative or
for the construction and maintenance of the bendway weir alternative. The report also concludes that
adoption of the no action plan results in a non-intrusive holistic approach to a naturally occurring and
inevitable phenomenon and that adopting the no action alternative would result in a predictable and least
disruptive approach for managing sediment in Van Arsdale Reservoir.
CEED (2004): This report investigates the potential economic benefits of dam removal along the Eel
River. The report estimates a direct cost of $33 million to remove both Cape Horn and Scott Dams. The
estimate is not “based on an engineering analysis”. Instead, the approach adopts a “hedonic regression”
method, which is otherwise known as a “parametric” or “unit cost” approach. The estimate assumes a
linear relationship between dam removal cost and the cost per foot of dam height. The report does not
provide a discussion of approaches to removing Cape Horn Dam.
McMillen Jacobs Associates (2018): McMillen Jacobs Associates conducted an initial feasibility study
aimed at identifying and evaluating potential capital modification alternatives for Cape Horn Dam. Cape
Horn Dam removal options considered included:
1. Full Dam Removal with Sediment Management: Cape Horn Dam, including the dam, diversion
intake and screens, and main dam section, would be removed. The upper level of the fish ladder
would be removed, but the lower level would be maintained to provide fish passage up to the
existing fish counting station. A new water intake structure and pipeline would be required to
deliver water to the fishway and counting station. The river channel upstream and downstream
from the dam site would be restored to its natural alignment and grade. Sediment deposits outside
the natural channel alignment would be stabilized and maintained in place. Full planting of the
riparian and overbank areas would be completed as part of the river channel restoration. The intake
structure and fish screen structure would be removed, and concrete plugs placed in the diversion
tunnel. The powerhouse would also be removed. Total cost for these activities (including planning,
engineering, permitting and construction) was estimated to be $39 million in 2018 dollars. This
alternative has since been dismissed as infeasible because it does not meet the Two Basin Solution
objectives of the Project.
2. Full Dam Removal with Sediment Removal: This option is essentially the same as Full Dam
Removal with Sediment Management (see above), except that the sediment located in the reservoirs
above Cape Horn Dam would be excavated and disposed of in the overbank areas or at an offsite
location. For Cape Horn Dam, the amount of sediment within the existing reservoir was considered
relatively limited. From this assumption, it was considered likely that the excavated sediment at
Cape Horn Dam could be disposed of on the right abutment overbank areas within the existing
reservoir bank that would be exposed with the dam removal. Total cost for these activities
(including planning, engineering, permitting and construction) was estimated to be $52 million in
2018 dollars.
McMillen Jacobs Associates (2021): This document is a companion piece to the present TM that focuses
on fish passage improvement alternatives at Cape Horn Dam. Although the primary focus is on the
existing facility and its deficiencies, as well as potential solutions to these deficiencies in the continued
presence of Cape Horn Dam, consideration of improved fish passage performance is also provided in
terms of Cape Horn Dam removal. The document summarizes the fish passage deficiencies at the facility,
lists out a variety of potential options to address each of the deficiencies, and then proposes one possible,
holistic fish passage alternative to improve the performance of the facility in the continued presence of
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Cape Horn Dam. This alternative is then augmented with the three alternatives described in the present
TM that would propose to remove Cape Horn Dam to one degree or another.

3.3

Brainstorming and Preliminary Screening

An initial brainstorming and preliminary screening exercise was conducted in collaboration with the
Planning Agreement Parties to develop a suite of alternative diversion and conveyance opportunities
under conditions of Cape Horn Dam removal. The results of the brainstorming and screening exercise are
summarized in Appendix E. The main motivation behind the effort was to narrow the range of
alternatives to investigate further, assuming removal of Cape Horn Dam. Of particular importance was the
consideration of water supply reliability, especially in view of Scott Dam removal. Other projects of
similar scale have demonstrated difficulties in dealing with sediment at intakes when an upstream dam is
removed. See, for example, the intake photos presented in Figures 11 and 12 in Appendix A, taken
downstream of the Elwha and Glines Canyon Dams after their removal. Given the Two-Basin Solution
Partners’ commitment to deliver water to Potter Valley in the absence of Cape Horn Dam, a series of
diversion and conveyance alternatives was developed to a conceptual level and screened in terms of water
supply reliability, among other metrics.
Diversions and conveyances are distinguished from one another through the following definitions:
• Diversion refers to infrastructure to remove water from the river, screen fish, and remove debris;
and
• Conveyance refers to infrastructure that moves water from the diversion to Potter Valley.
In total, four alternative methods of diversion were considered, including:
• Cone Screens (see Figure 13 in Appendix A);
• Vertical Cylindrical Screens (see Figure 14 in Appendix A);
• Ranney Wells (see Figure 15 in Appendix A); and
• Infiltration Galleries (see Figure 16 in Appendix A).
Of the four alternatives considered, only vertical cylindrical screens and cone screens were recommended
for advancement. The differences between these two types of diversion are limited primarily to their
cleaning mechanisms and the assumed location of their installation. During brainstorming, the cone
screens were assumed to be installed in-river near the thalweg of the new channel, while the vertical
cylindrical screens would be attached to the face of a concrete intake structure. And the vertical
cylindrical screens would include internal and external brush systems in addition to air burst and water
backwash systems. In contrast the cone screens would include only an external brush system. After
further consideration, the cone screens were dismissed from further consideration due to the superior
cleaning options and protected and easily accessible installed location of the vertical cylindrical screens.
Similarly, four alternative methods of conveyance were considered, including:
• Pipeline;
• Canal;
• New Tunnel; and
• Pump Station.
The canal and pipeline alternatives were quite similar to one another, in the sense that both would extend
upstream of the existing diversion facility some distance to a new diversion location and would convey
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water back to the exiting tunnel system. The challenges faced by these alternatives are summarized in the
following series of figures.
Figure 17 presents a schematic of the existing sediment profile in Van Arsdale Reservoir (see Appendix
A). Note that the profile is conceptual and that the figure is not to scale, but the elevations given are
known. From the figure, the existing Potter Valley tunnel is perched well above the base of Cape Horn
Dam. Also, in order to supply water to the tunnel system via gravity and in the absence of Cape Horn
Dam, the water level will need to be above the level of the tunnel, plus some small amount to account for
losses.
Figure 18 presents a similar schematic, but after Cape Horn Dam removal (see Appendix A). Assuming in
this case that the dam is completely removed, and the river is allowed to evolve naturally in the upstream
direction, understanding the location of the new equilibrium bed profile will determine where the water
level is, and will therefore allow a gravity system to be designed. However, in the absence of this
information – represented in Figure 19 for a Ranney Well diversion alternative – it is simply not known
how far upstream the conveyance would need to extend in order to capture water from the new
equilibrium bed profile (see Appendix A). The expectation, however, is that the distance upstream could
be anywhere between about 5,000 and 8,000 feet. For this reason, both the piping and canal alternatives
were originally dismissed from further consideration. However, based on feedback from National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) and California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), an alternative
configuration was envisioned, whereby vertical control of the bed profile is introduced at intervals to
ensure both the lateral and vertical location of a new diversion facility upstream (see Alternative C-3 in
Section 3.6). In addition, a pumping alternative was also advanced (see Alternative C-1 in Section 3.4).
And finally, a new tunnel alternative was also originally recommended for advancement. But again, upon
closer inspection, it appears that providing vertical control in the river and simply lowering the diversion
elevation (see Alternative C-2 in Section 3.5) would provide a gravity conveyance that allows volitional
fish passage through the reach without the need for a costly new tunnel.

3.4

Alternative C-1: Control Section with Pump Station

The following section considers partial removal of the concrete gravity portion of Cape Horn Dam and
construction of a new pump station near the dam to divert and convey water upstream to the tunnel
network. The section includes a general description of the approach, more specific descriptions of water
diversion and fish passage under the alternative, a potential dewatering and construction sequence, and a
high-level cost estimate.
See Drawings C-1-1 and C-1-2 in Appendix C for plan and section views, respectively, of the proposed
alternative.
3.4.1

General Description

Alternative C-1 would include lowering a section of the concrete gravity portion of Cape Horn Dam from
elevation 1,490.4 feet down to about 1,452.0 feet to create a control section. The portion removed would
begin at the concrete retaining wall and would be relatively flat and would extend toward river left
approximately 70 feet. At that point, the crest would slope downward at 3H:1V for 15 feet to reach an
elevation of 1447.0. From there the remainder of the control section would continue at elevation 1,447.0
feet for another 15 feet. This latter portion of the control section would help ensure adequate flow depths
at low flow, while the upper portion would provide adequate flow area for high flows. In total, the control
section would be approximately 100 feet long and would pass all Eel River flows, except for those
diverted. At the end of the control section a vertical section of the dam would remain up to elevation
1,477.0, beyond which the dam would slope at about a 3H:1V slope to match the existing crest elevation
of 1,490.4 feet.
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The section of dam lowered to elevation 1,477.0 feet would marry up with a new reinforced concrete
pump station with a series of vertical cylindrical screens mounted to the outside face. The pump station
would be between about 90 and 100 feet long in the river flow direction and about 15 to 25 feet wide. Due
to the shallow depth of bedrock in this area (between about 1,450 and 1,460 feet), establishing the new
intake structure on a solid foundation should be straightforward and will likely not require the use of
piles. The new intake pump station would convey pumped water from the wet well to the existing Van
Arsdale Diversion facility via one or more large diameter pipes or box culverts.
Due to the existing top elevation of the retaining wall at 1,519.0 feet and the proposed lowered dam crest
elevation between 1,447.0 and 1,452.0 feet, the retaining wall would be 67 feet tall. Due to this excessive
height and the concern for stability, the maximum elevation of the retaining wall is proposed to be
lowered to elevation 1,472.0 feet, leaving a retaining wall that is approximately 20 feet tall. Lowering the
retaining wall would require excavating out the earthfill portion of the dam down to an approximate
elevation of 1,467.0 feet. This excavation will include partial demolition of the mass concrete corewall
and possibly some of the reinforced concrete corewall. Rock riprap removed during earthfill excavation
would then be re-placed and augmented with armor material to convert the earthfill portion of the dam to
an auxiliary spillway. The auxiliary spillway would be activated at elevation 1,467.0 feet and would flow
approximately 10 feet deep before overtopping the new lowered section of the dam and the intake pump
station.
3.4.2

Water Diversion

Diversion of water into the pump station would be through seven vertical cylinder screens mounted to the
outside face of the intake station facing the river (see Figure 20 for an example installation on the Elwha
River after upstream dam removal). Each screen system would include:
• One vertically oriented wedgewire drum screen fabricated from type 304 stainless steel with an
electric drive brush cleaning system (internal and external) and wedgewire cylinders measuring 83inches in diameter by 72-inches tall.
• One base manifold fabricated from type A36 carbon steel and epoxy coated.
The screen system as a whole would include:
• One Siemens programmable logic controller (PLC) and human-machine interface (HMI) control
panel for both automatic and manual cleaning operation of all seven screens;
• One steel bar rack with horizontal and vertical members spaced between 2 and 4 feet apart and
attached to the outside face of the intake pump station to protect the screen from floating debris
impact.
• A water jetting system or similar sediment resuspension system.
The vertical cylinder screens can be vertically adjusted after installation by removing each screen, placing
one or more risers on the base manifold, and re-installing the screen. However, there is a likely upper
limit to the number of risers that can be installed without compromising the structural integrity of the
screen and base manifold connection to the intake pump station. It is assumed, therefore, that risers equal
to one full screen height (6 feet) could be placed. To address this limitation, and the narrow possibility of
significant bed aggradation at this location due to the removal of Scott Dam, an additional row of base
manifold blockouts would be added to the intake pump station such that the base of the screens in this
upper position is set to elevation 1,459.0 feet. The blockouts would be closed off with bolted steel plates.
However, should the need arise to raise the screens by more than about 6 feet, the base manifold, cables,
conduit, piping and screens would all be able to be removed and repositioned to divert water through the
upper blockouts, while the lower blockouts could be closed off from the inside of the pump station using
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the same bolted steel plates. In this way the screens could accommodate bed fluctuations between 0 and
12 feet and still divert the maximum demand of 300 cfs, provided sufficient hydraulic capacity within the
channel at the time of diversion.
Each of the seven screens is rated for approximately 50 cfs of diversion at full submergence. That is, at a
depth of 6 feet on the base manifold, 50 cfs could be diverted through each screen. With seven screens,
the total capacity at 6 feet of depth is therefore 350 cfs. Further, with all seven screens active, 300 cfs
could be diverted at a water depth of about 5.1 feet.
The depth of water flowing in the cross section will depend on the flow profile approaching the section.
Immediately after project installation, the excavated portion of reservoir sediments will be fairly steep,
with an angle as high as 20 to 30 percent. Headcut formation will be very quick, lowering the bed slope in
the vicinity of the control section within the first few high flow events of the first high flow season.
Subsequently, however, it will take an uncertain amount of time to achieve a new equilibrium slope. With
a high local slope, water depths will be shallower, all else being equal. For this reason, it is important to
ensure adequate depths for water diversion under high bed slope conditions. The low flow portion of the
control section is about 10 feet wide to ensure adequate depths. With that geometry, the control section is
capable of fully submerging the screens with an assumed slope of 1 percent and a river flow of 1000 cfs.
Screened water would be diverted to a large wet well chamber where three to five variable frequency
drive (VFD) modulated vertical turbine pumps would lift the water to one or more large diameter pipes or
precast box culverts. One of the pumps would be on standby, while the others would operate in duty
mode. A backup generator may be needed, depending on permitting agency requirements and the need to
continually supply water to the Russian River. However, this is unlikely because 1) diversion will
typically occur in the high flow season when sufficient in-stream flows are present, and 2) most of the
diverted water is destined for storage and not for immediate consumption, such that the duration of typical
power outages may not impact water supply from a reliability standpoint.
The pipe or culvert conveyance would connect with a manifold that combines the pump outlets. All check
valves, isolation valves, flow meters, and vacuum and air release valves would be included in the
mechanical package for the pump station. If a pipe is selected, the diameter would be on the order of 7 to
8 feet for a single pipe, or about 5 to 6 feet for two pipes. A box culvert would be similar in size, requiring
a 6-by-8-foot section or similar. The conveyance would discharge into the existing Van Arsdale Diversion
facility at an elevation of approximately 1,475.0 feet.
A one-dimensional Hydrologic Engineering Center-River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) model was built
to simulate flow through the existing conveyance system in an effort to understand how the forebay water
surface elevations relate to overall tunnel flow rates. The model geometry was based on limited
construction drawings provided by PG&E for the various tunnel segments and reflects a variable tunnel
cross section ranging from circular to trapezoidal to horseshoe-shaped and ranging in size from an 88inch diameter tunnel down to a 66-inch diameter butterfly valve near the wood stave portion of the
conveyance. Manning’s roughness coefficient was assumed to be 0.013 for the concrete-lined portions of
the tunnel and 0.015 for the timber-lined portions (Chow 1959).
The model results include a stage-discharge rating curve for the forebay water surface, provided in Figure
21. From this figure, the forebay water surface elevation at a tunnel discharge of 300 cfs is approximately
1,472.7 feet. This discharge occurs after the tunnel has surcharged (i.e., has begun flowing full). Once the
tunnel surcharges, the head losses increase such that more static head is needed per unit increase in flow
than under open channel conditions. Thus, although more water could be conveyed through the tunnel
than 300 cfs, accomplishing this would require a forebay level above 1,472.7 feet. Based on engineering
judgment, the head losses through the intake screens and intake facility are estimated to be less than 1
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foot, assuming normal operating conditions, and minor losses and head losses through the conveyance
will likely be less than 1 foot as well. Therefore, the pumps would be sized for a total dynamic head of
approximately 30 feet (1,472.7 + 1.0 + 1.0 + factor of safety – 1,447.0).
The interior of the existing diversion facility would be retrofitted to include a sealed connection to the
new conveyance, which would require a new reinforced concrete bulkhead. Retrofit work would also
include removal of the trashrack, inclined screens, screen support structure, and air sparging system. All
other equipment appurtenant to the existing facility would also be removed (e.g., the Archimedes screw
pump, trashrake, fish bypass channel, control building, screen cleaning system compressors and air
receiver, bypass valve motor operators, and rear gate and gate hoists). The existing bulkhead gate and 5ton gate hoist would be retained and protected.
The reliability of water supply to Potter Valley will depend on the available supply of water in the Eel
River, the ability to adequately divert the target discharge, and the ability to convey the target discharge.
Each of these parameters are discussed below.
• Water Availability: Alternative C-1 is no different than any of the other alternatives considered in
terms of available water supply and is no different than a ‘no action’ alternative, in which Cape
Horn Dam is retained but Scott Dam is removed. In all cases, the natural, unimpaired hydrology of
the Upper Eel River would prevail, dictating that water diversions occur during the winter and
spring, rather than the summer, due to the loss of storage behind Scott Dam.
• Water Diversion: Alternative C-1 includes a new diversion facility with fish screens exposed to
the river. Risks to the screens from debris impact are mitigated by surrounding the screens within a
debris cage. Smaller debris is cleaned from the screens using external brushes, air burst and water
backwash systems. Algal growth and other biofouling is minimized through internal brushes, air
bursting and water backwash systems. Whereas the existing diversion facility shuts down at river
flows at or above 7,000 cfs, higher flows will create greater submergence and higher sweeping
velocities along the new screens, potentially leading to cleaner screens at higher flows. The
potential for bed aggradation to impact diversions is mitigated by vertically adjusting the intake
screens using either risers or a backup row of higher elevation blockouts.
• Water Conveyance: Alternative C-1 would require a pump system to convey water to the existing
tunnel intake. Although gravity supply of water is inherently more reliable compared with pressure
pump systems, all else being equal, reliable conveyance of water can be ensured to a high degree of
probability using a duty-standby pump configuration. Furthermore, due to the limited real-time
demand for water during the conveyance period, power outages would likely have little impact on
reliable storage. Additionally, power outages are less likely in the winter and spring when
conveyances would occur. However, a backup generator could be provided at a later date to further
enhance reliable conveyance. Typically, standby generators are provided to ensure operation during
power outages and ensure essential facilities are maintained in operation. In this situation, it may
be beneficial to have standby power to make sure the pump station is operating during larger flow
events which corresponds to when outages occur. Upfront electrical costs would be increase under
this alternative correspondingly.
3.4.3

Fish Passage

Alternative C-1 includes lowering a 100-foot section of Cape Horn Dam by 38.4 and 43.4 feet. The new
control section will include a 10-foot-wide low flow section set to elevation 1,447.0 feet that slopes up at
3H:1V to a 70-foot-long section set to elevation 1,452.0 feet. Downstream of the low flow section
approximately 100 feet, the existing fish hotel and exclusion barrier would be removed down to elevation
1,446.0, with the area between the two vertical controls occupied by a deep pool. And downstream of the
lower fish hotel and exclusion barrier approximately 100 to 125 feet, an existing bedrock control
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maintains a riffle at an approximate elevation of 1,445.0 feet. From a fish passage perspective, upstream
migrants would first encounter the existing plunge pool, followed by a maximum vertical drop of 1 foot at
the former exclusion barrier. Just upstream, migrants would encounter another deep pool, followed by
another maximum drop of 1 foot at the control section.
Beyond the control section the river is increasingly less constrained. No anthropogenic vertical controls
would exist within the former Van Arsdale Reservoir upstream of the control section. Lateral constraints
would be present for close to 500 feet upstream of the control section, in the form of sheetpile wall(s), the
existing Van Arsdale Diversion facility, and the existing wingwall at the dam. These lateral constraints
would serve to funnel water through the control section, protecting the facility from avulsing or outflanking. Upstream of this point, however, the river would be free to migrate laterally and adjust
vertically. The expectation is that a headcut will develop shortly after dam lowering that will migrate in
the upstream direction. The headcut is expected to migrate rather quickly, such that the overall bed slope
in the former reservoir will decrease substantially within the first high flow season. Although the new
equilibrium slope of the channel is not known at this time, and is difficult to predict, the expectation is
that the new channel will be optimized for upstream fish passage within a short time period (1-2 years)
after dam lowering due to the increasingly unrestricted reach upstream of the control section.
Because the new intakes would be placed in the river, the river itself constitutes the bypass flows for fish
and no bypass channel would be needed. This represents an improvement over existing conditions, which
requires entrained fish to be “pumped” up to the bypass channel through the Archimedes screw and then
passed through the bypass channel and delivered to the fish ladder. In addition, sweeping velocities will
be much greater than approach velocities, such that the risk of impingement or delay due to the presence
of the screens is little to none.
Perhaps most significantly, the lowering of the dam and the development of a natural channel upstream
eliminate the need for a fish ladder. Alternative C-1 therefore has the advantage of not requiring attraction
flows for multiple entrances. With no fish hotel to operate, fish passage would no longer be delayed due
to fish hotel shutdowns. Also, the peculiar hydraulic conditions that transition from orifice to weir flow at
the ladder exit would no longer complicate passage.
In terms of juvenile out-migration, Alternative C-1 would provide a safe and timely pathway for migrants.
The current risk of juveniles bouncing down the face of the dam at medium to low flows would be
eliminated altogether with the construction of the control section and the development of a natural
channel upstream. Similarly, out-migration delays currently caused by the presence of the Van Arsdale
Reservoir would be eliminated altogether with the formation of a new fluvial channel.
3.4.4

Dewatering and Construction Sequencing

Cape Horn Dam removal can take place either before or after Scott Dam removal. If Cape Horn Dam is
removed prior to Scott Dam removal, the new diversion and conveyance facility to Potter Valley would
be up and running when demolition begins on Scott Dam. Also, delivery of water to Potter Valley could
take place in the summer months, as under existing conditions, or in the winter and spring months,
provided that infrastructure and operations are in place on the Russian River to accommodate the
additional stored volume of water. However, there would be no way to control the short- and mid-term
impacts due to sediment releases from Scott Dam. By comparison, constructing the new diversion and
conveyance at Cape Horn Dam at some point after removal of Scott Dam would allow the Eel River to
potentially reach a new equilibrium bed profile, or perhaps close, potentially mitigating some of the
greater risks associated with sediment transport after Scott Dam removal. For this reason, it is assumed
here that Cape Horn Dam removal activities and construction of a new diversion and conveyance system
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would take place after Scott Dam removal. Diversions to Potter Valley would therefore necessarily take
place in the winter and spring of the year.
Referring again to Figure 2, peak flows will generally occur between December and March. With an
existing diversion capacity of 240 cfs and a total annual diversion volume of approximately 60,000 ac-ft,
the target volume could be met in as little as 126 days, provided the facility is operating at its maximum
capacity. However, a safer assumption is that the target diversion volume for any given water year would
be met during a 6-month period.
Alternative C-1 could be completed in about 18 months, or possibly 15 months if the schedule is
accelerated with additional resources. The dewatering and construction sequencing for Alternative C-1 is
captured graphically in Figure 22. Construction would proceed according to the following sequencing:
• Fall of Year 1: Construct a small cofferdam along the right bank of the river at the existing dam
wingwall to isolate the earthen embankment portion of the dam. Excavate and armor a channel to
pass Eel River flows during construction. The channel capacity should be sufficient to pass one
high-flow season. Install channel-spanning cofferdams upstream and downstream of Cape Horn
Dam. Lower the dam wingwall and provide structural stability improvements, if needed. Remove
the small wingwall cofferdam. Tie a new upstream cofferdam to the left bank area near the existing
diversion facility, allowing Eel River flows to continue to pass through the existing screens. Drain
the isolated portion of the reservoir using pumps, siphons, or both; pump nuisance water on an
ongoing basis.
• Winter-Spring-Summer of Year 1: With the work area isolated and dewatered, commence with
dam removal work. This will require excavating a volume of impounded sediment, which may be
placed and compacted in the pools located along river left. Rubble from the dam and exclusion
barrier demolition can also be placed in the left overbank area or placed in the plunge pool between
the dam and the fish hotel, or in the plunge pool downstream of the fish hotel. Construct the new
diversion facility with screens and pumps and install the majority of the box culvert conveyance,
terminating near the upstream cofferdam.
• Fall of Year 2: Transition the upstream cofferdam to terminate at the existing diversion facility
guidewall rather than the left overbank area. This will temporarily cut off supply of water to Potter
Valley, which should be acceptable given that diversions would occur in winter and spring.
Complete the conveyance and connection to the existing diversion facility. Once complete,
removal lower cofferdam followed by removal of upper cofferdam.
• Winter of Year 2: Complete final grading along earthen embankment portion of dam and around
the new intake and along the traverse sheetpile cutoff, and commission new screens.
Streamflow diversion has been successfully accomplished by constructing a surface diversion channel
around an existing dam, as was achieved at McCormick-Saeltzer Dam along Clear Creek in Shasta
County, CA (USSD 2015). Therefore, the approach described above is not without precedent.

3.5

Alternative C-2: Roughened Channel with Gravity Supply

The following section considers complete removal of the concrete gravity portion of Cape Horn Dam and
construction of a roughened channel and new diversion weir near the intake to the Van Arsdale Diversion
facility. The section includes a general description of the approach, more specific descriptions of water
diversion and fish passage under the alternative, a potential dewatering and construction sequence, and a
high-level cost estimate.
See Drawings C-2-1 and C-2-2 in Appendix C for plan and section views, respectively, of the proposed
alternative.
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General Description

Alternative C-2 would include lowering the entire concrete gravity portion of Cape Horn Dam from
elevation 1,490.4 feet down to about 1,457.5 feet. Roughly 100 feet downstream of the dam, the fish hotel
and exclusion barrier would also be lowered, from a variable elevation down to about elevation 1,453.7
feet. The remainder of the concrete dam and fish hotel/exclusion barrier would maintain vertical control at
those locations. Approximately 280 feet downstream of the exclusion barrier, vertical control is
maintained at about 1,445.0 feet by an existing bedrock control. Between the downstream bedrock control
and the fish hotel/exclusion barrier a roughened channel is proposed. The roughened channel would
resemble a boulder cascade, with very large rock material providing hydraulic complexity and channel
stability sufficient to withstand extreme high flow events. A similar roughened channel would extend
upstream of the dam approximately 420 feet, terminating at a sheetpile control weir with a maximum
crest elevation set to 1,473.0 feet. The upstream sheetpile control weir would include a low flow section
approximately 20 feet wide with a crest elevation of 1,470.0 feet.
The entire roughened channel would be approximately 800 feet long and would be about 10 to 15 feet
deep on average. Areas on river left near the existing dam would likely not require hardening due to the
presence of significant bedrock. The roughened channel would include a low flow corridor that matches
the existing channel at the downstream terminus and matches the low flow section at the upstream control
weir. The overall planform of the channel includes a single valley-wide bend with a radius of curvature of
about 400 to 500 feet. The low flow corridor would include two smaller bends with a radius of curvature
of approximately 80 to 100 feet. The slope of the roughened channel thalweg would be roughly 3.1
percent.
The upstream control weir would span the channel, connecting on river left to the existing diversion
facility and on river right to a reinforced concrete extension of the existing dam wingwall. The wall
extension would be approximately 150 feet long. The upstream control weir would serve as a backwater
control for a modified diversion structure, which would include a series of vertical cylindrical screens
mounted to the outside face of the existing Van Arsdale Diversion facility guidewall. The conveyance to
Potter Valley would remain unchanged and would include the tunnel system and its appurtenances.
3.5.2

Roughened Channel Stability

Due to the length of roughened channel below the fish hotel/exclusion barrier (i.e., 280 feet) and
particularly the length of roughened channel upstream of the dam (i.e., 420 feet), additional vertical
control sheetpile cutoff walls could be vibrated or driven in at two to three intermediate locations. The
purpose of these intermediate cutoff walls would be to arrest any headcut formations before they are able
to develop into fish passage barriers. These intermediate cutoff walls are proposed based on the
understanding that the roughened channel would likely be founded on reservoir deposits, which are
known to be highly erodible. The lateral extents of the sheetpile cutoff walls may be limited due to the
presence of bedrock. The sheetpile cutoff walls and control weir may be standalone or threaded onto king
piles driven and anchored into bedrock. A complete geotechnical and structural analysis of these features
would be required to determine their final configuration and the engineering details associated with their
stability.
The stability of the roughened channel bed material would be enhanced through the design process by
undertaking sediment transport modeling and other measures to guide the specification of material sizes.
It is very likely that the required bed material size will be significant, as evidenced by a preliminary
incipient motion analysis. The effective rock size at incipient motion is given by:
𝜏𝜏
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 = ∗
𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 (𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 − 𝛾𝛾)
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Where 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 = Effective rock size = 1.25d50 (ft)
𝜏𝜏 = Applied shear stress (lb/ft2)
𝛾𝛾 = Specific weight of water (lb/ft3)
𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 = Specific weight of sediment (lb/ft3)
𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐∗ = Critical Shields number (-)
𝑆𝑆 = Energy slope (ft/ft)

Incipient motion calculations are provided in Appendix B, as are other rock sizing calculations. Results
indicate that an effective grain size diameter of approximately 6.2 feet will be stable at the 50-year event
(54,590 cfs; PG&E 2005). As a rule of thumb, the thickness of an armor layer is roughly two times the
D50. The calculated D50 at incipient motion is approximately 5.0 feet, requiring a total roughened channel
thickness of about 10 feet. Larger material may be required in narrower sections, however, such as below
the fish hotel/exclusion barrier. Alternatively, material may be anchored to bedrock or embedded in
shotcrete to improve stability in critical areas, particularly in the case that such large material is not
readily available or cannot be created on site by blasting bedrock.
The large diameter roughness elements would be founded on several aggregate filter layers. The size of
the material in each filter layer would diminish the deeper the layer is placed. In this way a gradation of
material strata is formed, starting with the existing reservoir deposits, which are quite fine, and passing
upward through several filter layers, and ending with the large diameter boulders on the bed surface.
Filter layers are installed to allow water to drain easily from the banks without carrying soil particles
(Julien 2002) and to prevent undercutting of rock through piping (USBR 2007).
3.5.3

Water Diversion

Diversion of water into the existing diversion facility would be through seven vertical cylinder screens
mounted to the outside face of the existing Van Arsdale Diversion guidewall. Each screen system would
include:
• One vertically oriented wedgewire drum screen fabricated from type 304 stainless steel with an
electric drive brush cleaning system (internal and external) and wedgewire cylinders measuring 83inches in diameter by 72-inches tall.
• One base manifold fabricated from type A36 carbon steel and epoxy coated.
The screen system as a whole would include:
• One Siemens programmable logic controller (PLC) and human-machine interface (HMI) control
panel for both automatic and manual cleaning operation of all seven screens.
• One steel bar rack with horizontal and vertical members spaced between 2 and 4 feet apart and
attached to the outside face of the intake pump station to protect the screen from floating debris
impact.
• A water jetting system or similar for sediment resuspension system.
The vertical cylinder screens can be vertically adjusted after installation by removing each screen, placing
one or more risers on the base manifold, and re-installing the screen. However, there is a likely upper
limit to the number of risers that can be installed without compromising the structural integrity of the
screen and base manifold connection to the diversion facility guidewall. It is assumed, therefore, that
risers equal to one full screen height (6 feet) could be placed and no more. In this way the screens could
accommodate bed fluctuations between 0 and 6 feet and still divert the maximum demand of 300 cfs,
provided sufficient hydraulic capacity within the channel at the time of diversion.
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Each of the seven screens is rated for approximately 50 cfs of diversion at full submergence. With seven
screens, the total capacity at 6 feet of depth is therefore 350 cfs. Further, with all seven screens active,
300 cfs could be diverted at a water depth of about 5.1 feet.
The screen penetrations along the guidewall would be at an approximate elevation of 1,467.0 feet.
However, the bottom elevation of the guidewall itself at the location of the screen penetrations is actually
above this elevation, while the interior of the diversion facility beyond is lower. For this reason, a ledge
would need to be cut into the bedrock along the line of connection between the existing bottom of
guidewall and bedrock. The ledge may need to be grouted and ground smooth to provide a solid extension
of the guidewall to a lower elevation. Penetrations through the bedrock guidewall could then be made
using directional drilling equipment to daylight the penetrations in the interior of the diversion facility.
The penetrations could then be lined with pipe and the annular space grouted in to provide a tight seal.
A one-dimensional Hydrologic Engineering Center-River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) model was built
to simulate flow through the tunnel in an effort to understand how the forebay water surface elevations
relate to overall tunnel flow rates. This model is discussed further in Section 3.4.2. From the model, the
forebay water surface elevation at a tunnel discharge of 300 cfs is approximately 1,472.7 feet. With the
low flow section of the diversion weir set to 1,470.0 feet, however, and a required depth over the screen
base manifolds of 6 feet, the minimum water level to divert the maximum target flow of 300 cfs would be
1,476.0 feet. This automatically provides sufficient depth of water for the tunnel system to push 300 cfs of
water through to the Potter Valley.
The interior of the existing diversion facility would be retrofitted to include a new bulkhead wall to seal
off the existing intake at the river. Retrofit work would also include removal of the trashrack, inclined
screens, screen support structure, and air sparging system. All other equipment appurtenant to the existing
facility would also be removed (e.g., the Archimedes screw pump, trashrake, fish bypass channel,
bulkhead gate and 5-ton gate hoist, control building, screen cleaning system compressors and air receiver,
bypass valve motor operators, and rear gate and gate hoists). The control building could be retrofitted to
house the control equipment for the new screens and accompanying mechanical equipment.
The reliability of water supply to Potter Valley will depend on the available supply of water in the river,
the ability to adequately divert the target discharge, and the ability to convey the target discharge.
• Water Availability: Alternative C-2 is no different than the other alternatives considered in terms
of available water supply and is no different than a ‘no action’ alternative, in which Cape Horn
Dam is retained but Scott Dam is removed. In all cases, the natural, unimpaired hydrology of the
Upper Eel River would prevail, dictating that water diversions occur during the winter and spring,
rather than the summer, due to the loss of storage behind Scott Dam and the need to store water
elsewhere.
• Water Diversion: Alternative C-2 includes a new diversion facility configuration with fish screens
exposed to the river. Risks to the screens from debris impact are mitigated by surrounding the
screens within a debris cage. Smaller debris is cleaned from the screens using external brushes, air
burst and water backwash systems. Algal growth and other biofouling is minimized through
internal brushes, air bursting and water backwash systems. Whereas the existing diversion facility
shuts down at river flows at or above 7,000 cfs, higher flows will create greater submergence and
higher sweeping velocities along the new screens, potentially leading to cleaner screens at higher
flows. The potential for bed aggradation to impact diversions is mitigated by vertically adjusting
the intake screens using risers.
• Water Conveyance: Alternative C-2 would provide gravity conveyance to the Potter Valley
Powerhouse through an operationally unaltered Van Arsdale conveyance. That is, the location of
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the conveyance system under Alternative C-2 is essentially the same as under existing conditions.
Therefore, the reliability of conveyance is considered the same as under existing conditions.
3.5.4

Fish Passage

Alternative C-2 includes an 800-foot-long roughened channel that varies in width from about 85 feet to
about 280 feet. The channel would have a relatively uniform slope of approximately 3.5 percent and
would include a low-flow corridor approximately 40 feet wide. The roughened channel would consist of
very large boulder material and smaller diameter boulders, cobbles and gravels filling the interstitial
spaces between large rocks. Isolated rocks and boulder clusters would also be installed throughout the
reach to provide diversity in velocity, depth, and substrate, and to provide energy dissipation (USBR
2007). As a consequence of this diversity, these features may induce the formation of specific habitat,
such as rearing habitat and cover, or possibly even spawning habitat due to the localized deposition of
gravels.
The low fish passage design flow at Cape Horn Dam is quite low (on the order of about 5 to 35 cfs,
depending on species). With such a low flow, it will be important to maintain water tightness in the
channel. One option to do so is to shotcrete the low flow corridor of the roughened channel to help keep
water in the channel rather than running sub-surface. Another measure to help seal the roughened channel
includes the addition of several filter layers, which are proposed in any case for roughened channel
stability.
Upstream of the new diversion weir the river would be unconstrained. No anthropogenic vertical controls
would exist within the former Van Arsdale Reservoir upstream of the new diversion weir. Lateral
constraints may be present but are not project-related and are limited to the berm formed on river left
upstream of the existing diversion facility, and possibly the bridge abutments upstream at Pioneer Bridge.
The expectation is that a headcut will develop shortly after dam lowering and placement of the new
diversion weir at elevation 1,473.0 feet. Existing reservoir deposits in the area of the new diversion weir
are around 1,485 feet, so headcut, migration and duration are not expected to be as severe as Alternative
C-1. The headcut is expected to migrate fairly quickly, such that the overall bed slope in the former
reservoir will decrease within the first high flow season. Although the new equilibrium slope of the
channel is not known at this time, and is difficult to predict, the expectation is that the new channel
upstream of the diversion weir will be optimized for upstream fish passage within a short time period (1-2
years) due to the relatively unrestricted reach upstream of the diversion weir.
Because the new intakes would be placed in the river, the river itself constitutes the bypass flows for fish
and no bypass channel would be needed. This represents an improvement over existing conditions, which
requires entrained fish to be “pumped” up to the bypass channel through the Archimedes screw and then
passed through the bypass channel and delivered to the fish ladder. In addition, sweeping velocities will
be much greater than approach velocities, such that the risk of impingement or delay due to the presence
of the screens is little to none.
Perhaps most significantly, the lowering of the dam and installation of a roughened channel, along with
the development of a natural channel upstream of the new diversion weir eliminate the need for a fish
ladder. Alternative C-2 therefore has the advantage of not requiring attraction flows for multiple
entrances. With no fish hotel to operate, fish passage would no longer be delayed due to fish hotel
shutdowns. Also, the peculiar hydraulic conditions that transition from orifice to weir flow at the ladder
exit would no longer complicate passage.
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In terms of juvenile out-migration, Alternative C-2 would provide a safe and timely pathway for migrants.
The current risk of juveniles bouncing down the face of the dam at medium to low flows would be
eliminated altogether with the construction of a roughened channel. And while some backwater is still
expected behind the new diversion weir, with a crest elevation nearly 20 feet lower than the existing dam,
the longitudinal extents of the pool would be greatly reduced.
3.5.5

Dewatering and Construction Sequencing

See Section 3.4.4 for a short discussion of the timing of Cape Horn Dam removal in relation to Scott Dam
removal. It is again assumed here that Cape Horn Dam removal activities and construction of a new
diversion and conveyance system would take place after Scott Dam removal. Diversions to Potter Valley
would therefore necessarily take place in the winter and spring of the year.
Alternative C-2 could be completed in about 18 months, or possibly 15 months if the schedule is
accelerated with additional resources. The dewatering and construction sequencing for Alternative C-2 is
captured graphically in Figure 23 (see Appendix A). Construction would proceed according to the
following sequencing:
• Fall of Year 1: Construct a small cofferdam along the right bank of the river at the existing dam
wingwall to isolate the earthen embankment portion of the dam. Excavate and armor a channel to
pass Eel River flows during construction. The channel capacity should be sufficient to pass one
high-flow season. Install channel-spanning cofferdams upstream and downstream of Cape Horn
Dam. Lower the dam wingwall and provide structural stability improvements, if needed. Remove
the small wingwall cofferdam. Tie a new upstream cofferdam to the left bank area near the existing
diversion facility, allowing Eel River flows to continue to pass through the existing screens. Drain
the isolated portion of the reservoir using pumps, siphons, or both; pump nuisance water on an
ongoing basis.
• Winter-Spring-Summer of Year 1: With the work area isolated and dewatered, commence with
dam removal work. This will require excavating a relatively large volume of impounded sediment
and blasting rock to form the new roughened channel corridor. Blasted bedrock may be repurposed
at roughened channel material, if the hardness, durability and dimensions are suitable. Construct
the roughened channel, terminating near the upstream cofferdam.
• Fall of Year 2: Transition the upstream cofferdam to terminate upstream of the existing diversion
facility guidewall to provide sufficient space to construct the new intake screens and to complete
the diversion weir and roughened channel. Construct the portion of roughened channel downstream
of the existing fish exclusion barrier. This work will be conducted in the wet, with equipment
stationed along the bank to place material. The channel in this area is narrow enough to place
material from the bank, provided that the reach of the equipment (e.g., long reach excavator) is 40
to 50 feet. A double turbidity curtain may be required to minimize SSC. Remove downstream and
upstream cofferdams.
• Winter of Year 2: Complete final grading along earthen embankment portion of dam and
commission new screens.

3.6

Alternative C-3: Upstream Diversion with Gravity Supply

The following section considers removal of Cape Horn Dam in its entirety and construction of a small
check structure and new conveyance system upstream of the Van Arsdale Diversion to convey flow to the
tunnel network. The section includes a general description of the approach, more specific descriptions of
water diversion and fish passage under the alternative, a potential dewatering and construction sequence,
and a high-level cost estimate.
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See Drawings C-3-1 and C-3-2 through C-3-3 in Appendix C for plan and section views, respectively, of
the proposed alternative.
3.6.1

General Description

Alternative C-3 would include removing the entire concrete gravity portion of Cape Horn Dam down to
bedrock and lowering or removing the dam wingwall and earthen embankment portion of the dam. The
existing fish hotel, exclusion barrier, and adult ladder would also be removed. An inflatable bladder weir
would be installed across the Eel River approximately 2,000 feet upstream of the dam. The weir would
span the main channel approximately 200 feet and could be composed of inflatable bladder sections and
fixed crest concrete sections.
The weir would connect on river left to an intake forebay. The forebay geometry would be designed and
constructed to enhance the effect of sweeping velocities along the face of a trashrack system installed at
the entrance to the forebay. Dedicated debris stockpile areas would be located both upstream and
downstream of the trashrack for handling and storing accumulated debris. An optional trashrake system
could provide mechanized removal of debris from the face of the trashrack. The shape of the forebay
would transition flows smoothly from the river to a pair of concrete inlet flumes. The flumes would help
train flows into a uniform condition before passing into two horizontal screens. The screens envisioned
are the patented Farmers Conservation Alliance (FCA) type, which accelerate flows gently along their
length through the presence of a taper wall. Water passes vertically though the NMFS-compliant
wedgewire fish screens and over a control weir that separates the screen area from an attenuation bay.
Each of the two attenuation bays then pass water into a small afterbay where water from each of the two
screen is recombined. Water carrying fish and small debris passes over the screens and into a bypass
chamber at the distal end of the screens before being conveyed back to the river. Each of the screens
would be rated to pass between 75 cfs and 150 cfs. The total flow diversion would therefore range from
75 cfs to 300 cfs. Control of flows would be through a headgate system at the upstream end of the inlet
flumes. Control of the gates could be manual, push-button operated, or remote depending on the desire for
SCADA control and automation.
From the afterbay water would pass through a concrete Parshall flume or similar flow measuring control
section. Pressure transducers could be installed at this location to accurately measure flow based on an
established rating curve and feed that information back to a SCADA system for automated control of
diversion flow rates.
From the Parshall flume water would transition into a pair of precast box culverts. Due to the existing
ground elevations near the culvert alignment, the culverts would be buried, conveying diverted water to
the existing Van Arsdale Diversion facility approximately 1,570 feet. The box culverts would be about 20
feet wide (combined) and would slope at roughly 0.1 percent, beginning at an invert elevation of
approximately 1,490.0 feet and terminating near elevation 1,488.0 feet.
Due to the orientation of the culvert alignment, water discharging into the Van Arsdale Diversion facility
will drop vertically and turn nearly 180 degrees to pass into the tunnel. Because of this abrupt change in
flow direction, minimizing turbulence may be desired. To this end, a flow transition apron would be
installed in the upper part of the diversion facility where the culverts daylight. The existing inclined
screens would be removed, along with the existing trashrack, screen support structure, and air sparging
system. To prevent water from passing out to the diversion facility and back into the river, a new concrete
bulkhead wall would be installed near the location of the existing trashrack.
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Note that the majority of the fish screen diversion and conveyance facility would be located on private
property. Procurement of an easement or acquisition of this land would therefore be required for this
alternative to be feasible.
To maintain control of the vertical profile in order to limit the formation of fish passage barriers,
additional vertical control structures may be required along the reach’s 2,000-foot length. This may
include the addition of 2 or 3 sheetpile cutoff walls. In addition, channel armoring may be required to help
ensure that the intervening sub-reaches between sheetpile cutoff walls remain fluvial and are not scoured
out and changed into large deep pools, as that it would be detrimental to both fish passage and overall
stability of the cutoff walls.
3.6.2

Water Diversion

Diversion of water would include a new horizontal fish screen facility located in the upland off of river
left. The diversion would include a trashrake system to deflect and pass debris downstream. Any debris
that accumulates could be removed manually or by using a mechanical trashrake system. The existing
trashrake system at the Van Arsdale Diversion facility could possibly be salvaged and retrofitted for this
purpose. The new diversion configuration would be similar to the existing system, with an important
distinction: the orientation of the new intake would capitalize on the river’s sweeping velocities to flush
debris downstream. This may prove useful at high flows, as the existing facility currently shuts down at
river flows at or above 7,000 cfs. These shutdowns occur because of debris accumulation at the existing
intake, which is not exposed directly to the river currents, but instead in sheltered in an eddy area,
possibly exacerbating the tendency for debris to accumulate during high flow. Multi-dimensional
hydraulic modeling would be required to better understand the sediment transport and streamline
characteristics of the new facility. The expectation, however, is that the configuration represented in
Alternative C-3 would be an improvement over existing conditions in terms of water diversion.
FCA screens may be installed with both forebay and under-screen sediment flushing systems. These
systems include a series of slotted pipes mounted to the floor of the forebay and under-screen area and
controlled by a series of valves to allow passive flushing of accumulated fines in the sand size class or
smaller. In general, this would represent an improvement to the existing facility, which includes no means
of flushing sand. After Scott Dam removal, a large pulse of fine-grained material is expected to pass
through the area of Cape Horn Dam in the first 1 to 2 years. And long-term, too, the fraction of sediment
load associated with sand will be larger than under existing conditions, due again to Scott Dam removal.
Under these circumstances the ability to passively remove accumulated fines would be to the project’s
overall advantage.
After Scott Dam removal, a large pulse of bedload material is also expected to pass through the area. The
timeframe for this pulse is potentially much longer, perhaps 5 to 10 years, followed by a long-term
increase in bedload supply due to the dam removal. The temporary increase in bedload supply could
result in bed aggradation at the proposed intake. For this reason, the bladder weirs may be set high
initially so that they can later be lowered as the bed aggrades. Once aggradation slows or reverses, the
bladder weir can again be raised. The initial setting of the bladder weir would need to be selected
judiciously, considering mid- and long-term hydraulics and sediment transport conditions. However, in
principle this configuration would afford mid- and long-term operational flexibility and the ability to
mitigate the impacts from Scott Dam removal.
The reliability of water supply to Potter Valley will depend on the available supply of water in the river,
the ability to adequately divert the target discharge, and the ability to convey the target discharge.
• Water Availability: Alternative C-3 is no different than any of the other alternatives considered in
terms of available water supply. In fact, it is no different than a ‘no action’ alternative, in which
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Cape Horn Dam is retained but Scott Dam is still removed. In all cases, the natural, unimpaired
hydrology of the Upper Eel River would prevail, dictating that water diversions occur during the
winter and spring, rather than the summer, due to the loss of storage behind Scott Dam and the
need to store water elsewhere.
• Water Diversion: Alternative C-3 includes a new diversion facility with horizontal fish screens
installed off-channel. As an off-channel installation, there is no risk to the screens of direct impact
from debris. Furthermore, floating debris would easily be swept downstream by the river currents.
The existing trashrake system could also be salvaged and retrofitted to clean accumulated debris
from the trash rack. A sediment flushing system could also be installed in the forebay and under the
screens to passively flush sand and other fines back to the river. And finally, operation of the
bladder weirs could accommodate large pulses of bedload without impacting water diversion.
• Water Conveyance: Alternative C-3 would provide a new gravity conveyance to the existing Van
Arsdale Diversion. The conveyance would consist of a series of buried dual precast concrete box
culvert sections connected end to end and terminating at the existing Van Arsdale Diversion. The
proposed conveyance capacity has a factor of safety of approximately 1.5 but could be increased
substantially if desired. Beyond the connection to the existing facility, the conveyance system
would pass water to the Potter Valley Powerhouse through an operationally unaltered Van Arsdale
conveyance. Therefore, the reliability of conveyance is considered the same as under existing
conditions.
3.6.3

Fish Passage

Alternative C-3 includes removing Cape Horn Dam and allowing the channel to evolve naturally over
approximately 2,000 feet, between the dam and the new diversion intake upstream. The estimated sill
elevation of the new diversion intake is at elevation 1,492.0 feet, whereas the downstream bed control is
expected to be around 1,447.0 feet. This leads to an overall channel slope of approximately 2.3 percent.
The slope of the Eel River below Cape Horn Dam is approximately 0.38 percent for the first 2,600 feet
below the exclusion barrier. The historical slope upstream from this point could be very similar to this
value, or quite different depending on the historical location of a slope break near Cape Horn Dam. In the
absence of information to the contrary, and for the purpose of parsimony, it is assumed that the slope of
the channel downstream of the dam is representative of the equilibrium slope upstream of the dam, were
the dam to be removed and no vertical controls installed upstream. Under Alternative C-3, therefore, it is
expected that the reach between the intake and the dam will be both over-steepened and founded on
highly erodible reservoir deposits. This situation could easily lead to the formation of fish passage barriers
within the reach. For this reason, 2 to 3 additional sheetpile cutoff walls may be required at intervals
within the reach. In addition, general scour protection would be needed within the over-steepened reach
so that the areas between cutoff walls are not merely converted to long, deep pools. Natural bedload from
Scott Dam removal both mid- and long-term may temporarily line the channel bottom, providing a
modicum of roughness. However, at high flows this material is not expected to be stable. Instead, an
armor layer is proposed that is similar in function to the roughened channel described under Alternative
C-2. In this case, however, the material size would be appreciably smaller, due to the lower slope and
broader flow area. Specifically, a D50 on the order of 3.0 feet would be required over a conservatively
estimated area of approximately 400,000 square feet.
3.6.4

Dewatering and Construction Sequencing

See Section 3.4.4 for a short discussion of the timing of Cape Horn Dam removal in relation to Scott Dam
removal. It is again assumed here that Cape Horn Dam removal activities and construction of a new
diversion and conveyance system would take place after Scott Dam removal. Diversions to Potter Valley
would therefore necessarily take place in the winter and spring of the year.
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Alternative C-3 could be completed in about 24 months, or possibly 21 months if the schedule is
accelerated with additional resources. The dewatering and construction sequencing for Alternative C-3 is
captured graphically in Figure 24 (see Appendix A). Construction would proceed according to the
following sequencing:
• Summer-Fall of Year 1: Construct a small cofferdam along the right bank of the river at the
existing dam wingwall to isolate the earthen embankment portion of the dam. Excavate and armor
a channel to pass Eel River flows during construction. The channel capacity should be sufficient to
pass one high-flow season. Install channel-spanning cofferdams upstream and downstream of Cape
Horn Dam. Lower the dam wingwall and provide structural stability improvements, if needed.
Remove the small wingwall cofferdam. Tie a new upstream cofferdam to the left bank area near the
existing diversion facility, allowing Eel River flows to continue to pass through the existing
screens. Drain the isolated portion of the reservoir using pumps, siphons, or both; pump nuisance
water on an ongoing basis. With the work area isolated and dewatered, commence with dam
removal work. This will require excavating a volume of impounded sediment, which may be
placed and compacted in the pools located along river left. Begin construction of new diversion
facility (e.g., forebay, inlet flumes, fish screens, Parshall flume, and the majority of the new box
culvert conveyance, stopping short of the existing diversion facility).
• Winter-Spring of Year 1: Continue construction of new diversion facility and completion of dam
removal activities. Remove cofferdams.
• Summer-Fall of Year 2: Isolate half of the river near the new intake facility located upstream using
cofferdam. Build first half of bladder weir diversion. Switch cofferdam to other side of river and
complete the in-river diversion facility construction. Remove cofferdam.
• Winter-Spring of Year 2: Flush impounded sediments. Alternatively, wait for next low-flow season
to mechanically remove impounded sediment.
• Summer of Year 3: Consider temporarily reconfiguring existing diversion facility and new
conveyance to pass summer flow while gating off the tunnel. Construct multiple temporary
cofferdams to isolate the reach between the dam and the new intake. Construct sheetpile cutoff
walls and roughened channel. Remove temporary dewatering features.

3.7

Cape Horn Dam Removal Cost Estimate

A complete AACE Class 4 engineer’s cost estimate for Alternatives C-1, C-2 and C-3 is provided in
Appendix D and is summarized below in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Cape Horn Dam Removal Alternatives Cost Estimate Summary.

Division
1
2
3
5
11
13
26
26
22
31
32

Item
GC's & Mobilization
Demolition
Concrete
Metals
Equipment
Special Construction
Electrical
I&C
Plumbing
Earthwork
Exterior
Improvements
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Alternative C-1
$
3,312,185
$
6,999,807
$
3,052,578
$
183,050
$
$
$
170,000
$
137,000
$
$
4,393,491
$
10,000

32

Cost
Alternative C-2
$
5,856,218
$
6,496,685
$
2,539,837
$
119,000
$
$
$
50,000
$
137,000
$
$
18,689,566

Alternative C-3
$
8,006,406
$
7,831,255
$
13,597,754
$
473,000
$
$
187,688
$
214,500
$
137,000
$
$
14,798,004

$

$

10,000

1,050,000
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33
Utilities
35
Marine and Waterway
44
Pumps
Total Construction Price

$
$
$
$

1,190,000
425,000
19,873,111

$
$
$
$

49,000
1,190,000
35,137,306

Taxes, Overhead, Profit & Bond
Overhead
$
1,192,387
$
Profit
$
2,384,773
$
Construction Bonds and Insurance
$
631,965
$
California Sales Tax
$
1,440,801
$
Total
$
5,649,926
$
Contingency
Total

$
$

Contingency
1,987,311
1,987,311

Median Construction Cost
Low Construction Cost (-30%)
High Construction Cost (+50%)

$
$
$

27,510,348
19,257,244
41,265,522

$
$
$
$

81,250
1,661,580
48,038,435

2,108,238
4,216,477
1,117,366
2,547,455
9,989,536

$
$
$
$
$

2,882,306
5,764,612
1,527,622
3,482,787
13,657,327

$
$

3,513,731
3,513,731

$
$

4,803,844
4,803,844

$
$
$

48,640,573
34,048,401
72,960,859

$
$
$

66,499,606
46,549,724
99,749,409

The cost estimate presented above includes only capital costs and does not consider long-term operations
or maintenance costs. Overall maintenance costs for the three alternatives are expected to be roughly the
same. Maintenance costs for Alternative C-1 will include planned and unplanned repair, refurbishment, or
replacement of mechanical and electrical systems, as will some portion of the maintenance costs for
Alternatives C-2 and C-3. The primary maintenance costs for Alternative C-2 would be for spot repairs of
the roughened channel. Some of these costs are expected to be incurred under Alternative C-3 as well,
although to a lesser degree given the shallower slope of the channel. As a feasibility-level estimate,
maintenance costs should range from about $50,000 to $200,000 per year.
Operational costs will be similar across alternatives C-2 and C-3, which would require part-time attention
from the powerplant facility operators. The biggest difference in operations is the cost to pump water
under Alternative C-1. Pumping costs were developed using the calculations presented in Appendix B.
Predicted pumping costs for Alternative C-1 are estimated for the years 2009 through 2016 under
conditions of Scott Dam removal and are presented in Table 3-2 and graphically in Figure 25. The
average water delivery cost to Potter Valley under Alternative C-1 is approximately $284,000 per year.
Additional costs for maintenance would be between $25,000 and $75,000 per year.
Table 3-2. Alternative C-1 Estimated Annual Pumping Costs
2009
50,129

2010
132,510

2011
107,411

2012
69,736

2013
42,566

2014
45,727

2015
25,556

2016
90,527

297

707

636

465

324

488

273

536

Annual Energy (MWh)

1,446

3,829

3,103

2,027

1,230

1,328

724

2,606

Pumping Cost ($1000)

$180

$484

$396

$252

$153

$164

$90

$323

$21

$55

$44

$29

$18

$19

$11

$37

$201

$538

$440

$280

$170

$183

$100

$360

Diverted Water (ac-ft)
Avg Power Demand (hp)

Peak Usage Fees ($1000)
Total Delivery Cost ($1000)
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Another financial consideration when comparing Cape Horn Dam removal alternatives is the elevation of
the forebay that diverts water through the tunnel system. Currently the Cape Horn Dam crest is at
elevation 1,490.4 feet. However, under the alternatives considered here, the forebay water surface
elevation may be as follows:
• Alternative C-1: 1,481 feet
• Alternative C-2: 1,476 feet
• Alternative C-3: 1,491 feet
Figure 26 presents estimates of revenue generation due to power production at different forebay
elevations (see Appendix A). From the figure, the cost differential is not significant, due primarily to the
fact that a difference in 20 feet of static head does not impact revenue generation a great deal when the
overall static head is roughly 475 feet. The average annual difference in revenue is estimated at $127,000,
with the higher forebay elevations (Alternative C-3) generating the higher revenue.

3.8

Cape Horn Dam Removal Alternatives Comparison

As noted above, the reader is referred to the companion Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements
(McMillen Jacobs Associates 2021) for a thorough evaluation of Alternatives C-1, C-2 and C-3, as well
as discussion and comparison with a fourth alternative that considers replacement of the fish ladder at
Cape Horn Dam, and minor modifications for downstream juvenile fish passage, without removal of the
dam.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This Technical Memorandum presented alternative options for removal of Scott Dam and Cape Horn
Dam along the Eel River in Northern California.
Options for Scott Dam removal included a rapid removal (Alternative S-1) and phased removal
(Alternative S-2). From an engineering and construction standpoint, both options are considered feasible.
However, the ultimate feasibility of the two approaches will depend on economic and environmental
factors. From a cost perspective, rapid removal is expected to be less expensive, with a total removal cost
of approximately $106 million (+100%/-50%). By comparison, a phased removal approach would cost
roughly $118 million (+100%/-50%). Ecological impacts due to the magnitude, duration and timing of
elevated suspended sediment concentrations are expected to be different between the two alternatives.
These differences will likely play a significant role in determining the overall feasibility of the two
alternatives and in helping guide the Planning Agreement Parties and stakeholder agencies in identifying
a preferred alternative to carry forward.
Options for Cape Horn Dam removal included a control section with pump station (Alternative C-1), a
roughened channel with gravity supply (Alternative C-2), and an upstream diversion with gravity supply.
Again, from an engineering and construction standpoint, all three options are considered feasible.
However, the ultimate feasibility of the three approaches will depend on economic and environmental
factors. Some of the highlights of the three alternatives include:
• Alternative C-1
o Construction Cost: $19,873,111 (+50%/-30%)
o O&M Cost: $309,000 to $359,000 per year (+50%/-30%)
o Pump system with redundant pumps
o Adjustable in-river intake screens; no bypass needed
o No upstream channel maintenance required
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o Natural channel evolution upstream of control section
• Alternative C-2
o Construction Cost: $35,137,306 (+50%/-30%)
o O&M Cost: $50,000 to $200,000 per year
o Gravity supply system using existing diversion facility
o Slightly diminished static head on powerhouse
o Adjustable in-river intake screens; no bypass needed
o Upstream channel maintenance required
• Alternative C-3
o Construction Cost: $48,038,435 (+50%/-30%)
o O&M Cost: $50,000 to $200,000 per year
o Gravity supply system using existing diversion facility
o Horizontal screens with fish bypass
o Land acquisition required
o Upstream channel maintenance required
Two important evaluation criteria may also help determine the relative favorability of one alternative over
another: water supply reliability and fish passage. From the perspective of water supply reliability, the
most important aspect of the three alternatives considered is their ability to operate in an environment
with heavy sediment and debris loading. In each case, provisions have been included in the concept to
minimize impacts from debris and sediment. However, further analysis is still needed to understand the
river hydraulics and sediment transport behavior under these three competing alternatives. From the
perspective of fish passage, each of the three alternatives is expected to out-perform the existing ladder
and downstream passage route at Cape Horn Dam. However, further analysis is provided in the
companion Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements (McMillen Jacobs Associates 2021), which
evaluates each alternative in terms of fish passage and compares them with a separate alternative that
enhances fish passage while retaining Cape Horn Dam. These evaluation criteria and results of hydraulic
and sediment transport analyses that are still forthcoming should all be brought under consideration by the
Planning Agreement Parties and stakeholder agencies in an effort to identify a preferred alternative to
carry forward.
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Figure 1. Aerial Photo of Scott Dam Showing Main features of the Dam
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Figure 2 Unimpaired Monthly Average Water Discharge Downstream of Scott Dam (Addley et al. 2019)

Figure 3. Eel River Road and U.S. Forest Service Roads Map (PG&E 2016)

Figure 4. Possible Dam Access Improvements Needed for Scott Dam Removal
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Figure 5. Stage-Discharge Rating Curves for Different Tunnel Diameters at Scott Dam
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Figure 6. Section Drawings Through Crest of Scott Dam (PG%E 2016)

Figure 7. Photo of Scot Dam Crest Walkway

Figure 8. Hoe Ram Employed on a Tracked Vehicle Floating on a Barge Immediately Upstream from Glines Canyon Dam, Washington State (USSD 2015)

Figure 9. Crane Placement of Smaller Excavation Machinery at Glines Canyon Dam, Washington State (Source: Barnard Construction)

Figure 10. Stages of Reservoir Sedimentation Development after Dam Construction (PG&E 2005)

Figure 11. Example of a Buried Intake Post-Dam Removal, Elwha River, Washington (Courtesy of ISI)

Figure 12. Example of Intake Screen Clogging Post-Dam Removal, Elwha River, Washington (Courtesy of ISI)

Figure 13. Presentation Overview Slide of Cone Screen Diversions

Figure 14. Presentation Overview Slide of Vertical Cylindrical Screen Diversions

Figure 15. Presentation Overview Slide of Vertical Screen Diversions

Figure 16. Presentation Overview Slide of Ranney Well Diversions

Figure 17. Cape Horn Dam Schematic of Existing Sedimentation Conditions

Figure 18. Cape Horn Dam Schematic of Pot-Dam Removal Channel Profile Conditions

Figure 19. Cape Horn Dam Schematic of Challenges related to Upstream Conveyance Options

Figure 20. Example Rendering of Vertical Cylindrical Screens Resting on a Single 6-Inch Riser (Courtesy of ISI)
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Figure 21. Potter Valley Project Tunnel Stage-Discharge Rating Curve
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Figure 22. Dewatering and Construction Sequencing Schematic for Alternative C-1

Figure 23. Dewatering and Construction Sequencing Schematic for Alternative C-2

Figure 24. Dewatering and Construction Sequencing Schematic for Alternative C-3 (Summer-Spring of Year 1)
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Figure 25. Estimated Pumping Cost Curve for Alternative C-1

Figure 26. Estimated Hydropower Production as a Function of Forebay Water Surface Elevation
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Calculation Sheets

SUBJECT:

CalTrout
Potter Valley Project Feasibility Study Phase 2
CHD Removal Pumping Costs

BY: K. Jensen
DATE: 6/9/2021
PROJECT NO.: 20-092

CHK'D BY:

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation sheet is to determine the approximate pumping cost to deliver 300 cfs of water from the Eel River to Potter Valley
via the existing tunnel system under conditions of Cape Horn Dam removal.
References
• Tullis, J. Paul. (1989). Hydraulics of Pipelines, Pumps, Valves, Cavitation, Transients. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
• Rennels, Donald C., Hudson, Hobart M. (2012). Pipe Flow, A Practical and Comprehensive Guide. New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons.
Equations

𝑉=

𝑄
𝐴

𝐴=

𝜋𝐷
4

2

1
𝑒
9.35
=1.14−2log
+
𝐷
𝑓
𝑅𝑒 𝑓

(

2

𝑓𝐿 𝑉
h𝐿=
+
𝐷 2𝑔
Where:

∑

𝑅 𝑒=

)

𝑉𝐷
𝜈

2

D = Pipe Diameter (ft)
A = Pipe Cross-Sectional Area (ft²)
V = Average Pipe Velocity (ft/s)
e = Pipe Roughness factors (ft)
Re = Reynolds Number
f = friction factor
L = Pipe Length
g = Gravitational Acceleration (ft/s²)

0.7457
𝛾𝐻𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑄𝜂𝑒𝑓𝑓
550

𝑃𝑃=

0.7457
𝛾𝐻
𝑄
550𝜂𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝

Colebrook-White Equation

𝑉
𝐾𝑙
2𝑔

Q = Flow Rate (ft³/s)

𝑃𝑇 =

Where:

PT = Power from Turbine, Generation (kW)
PP = Pump Power, Input (kW)
g = Unit Weight of Water (lbs/ft³)
Hnet = Net Available Head (ft)
HPump = Pump Head (ft)
Q = Flow Rate (ft³/s)

heff= Turbine / Pump Efficiency

Kl = Minor Loss Coefficient
hL = Headloss (ft)

CHD_Removal_Pumping_Calcs.xlsm
Pump Model (Exist)
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Information
Unit Weight of Water, γ =
Kinematic Viscosity, ν =
Acceleration of Gravity, g =
Lined Steel Pipe, Roughness, e =
Lined Steel Pipe, Roughness, e =

62.4
1.22E-05
32.2
0.045
0.00015

lbs/ft³
ft²/s
ft/s²
mm
ft

Kinematic Viscosity at 60° F

Steel Pipe, Epoxy Lined, Very Smooth (Rennels, 2012)

Full Open Isolation Valve, Kl =

0.20

Gate or Butterfly Valve (Tullis, 1989)

90° Elbow Loss, Kl =

0.24

Short Radius (Tullis, 1989)

Exit Loss, Kl =

1.00

Flow, Q =
Pipeline Inside Diameter, D =
Pipeline Inside Diameter, D =

300
8.0
96

Pump Efficiency =

84%

Eel River Min WSEL =
Min WSEL @ Tunnel Entrance =
Pipeline Length =

1453
1474
305

Range: 0.045 - 0.006
0.00014764 ft
Round: 5

cfs
ft
in

ft
ft
ft

Assumes at least six feet of water depth over the control section crest at elevation 1447
Based on rating curve developed from HEC-RAS model (see companion calcs), plus extra (1.3 feet).
From conceptual drawings

Calculation
Pipeline
Peak Flow, Q =
Diameter, D =
Area, A =
Velocity, V =
Velocity Head =
Length, L =
Roughness, e =
Friction Factor, f =

300
8.0
50.27
6.0
0.55
305
0.00015
0.0102

Friction Losses, hf =
Pump Intake and Piping Loss =

0.2
1.5

ft³/s
ft
ft²
ft/s
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Minor Loss, Kl =

2.8

Minor Losses, hl =

1.6

ft

Total Losses, hL =

3.3

ft

Total Head Loss, HL =
Elevation Difference =

3.3
21

ft
ft

Velocity Head, V²/2g
Steel Pipe, Epoxy Lined, Very Smooth (Rennels, 2012)
Colebrook-White Equation
Friction Losses, fL/D (V²/2g)
Intake screens, check valves, isolation gates, headers, etc.
Includes: (2) Isolation Valve, (6) 90° Elbows, Exit
Minor Losses, Kl (V²/2g)

Results

Percent HL to Static Head =

16%

Pump Head, Hpump =

24

ft

Pump Head, Hpump =
Max Pump horsepower, PP =

11
984

psi
hp

Max Pump Power, PP =

734

kW

CHD_Removal_Pumping_Calcs.xlsm
Pump Model (Exist)
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Power Demand (hp)
(based on synthetic historical RPA flows)
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Energy (MWh)

2009
113
548
978
298
372
127

2010
727
983
983
983
972
775
118

2011
983
763
952
983
886
848
236

70
50
118

225
365
934

21
54

1446

3829

3103

2012
328
247
773
983
246
64

2013
979
460
517
245
11
56
4

242
836
2032

1230

Energy
(MWh)
2014
300
708
380

2015
89
602
11
15

2016
839
983
793
565
102
48

132
920

646

257
478
763

1328

724

2624

2,251
2,470
3,171
2,391
1,437
1,030
199
0
0
318
709
2,340
16,316
16,316

Avg.
Energy
(MWh)
281
309
396
299
180
129
25
0
0
40
89
292
2,040

Energy Demand (kWh)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Pumping Cost
($)

$

2009
62505
274539
542751
159945
206659
68205

2010
403303
492803
545603
528003
539504
416030
65672

2011
545603
382270
528017
528003
491778
455305
130890

39089
27062
65513

124779
195729
518009

11891
29190

180,340 $

483,526 $

CHD_Removal_Pumping_Calcs.xlsm
Pump Model (Exist)

2012
181848
123663
428969
528003
136537
34524

130182
463764

2013
542888
230306
287005
131393
5938
30009
2267

2014
150093
392673
203886

70788
510601

395,713 $ 251,592 $ 152,834 $ 164,345 $

2015
49626
301511
6281
8004

358508

89,586 $

2016
465246
492803
440085
303545
56633
25760

142613
256474
423241

PG&E Rate B
Ag Rate
($/kWh)
$
0.12375
$
0.12375
$
0.12375
$
0.12375
$
0.12375
$
0.14375
$
0.14375
$
0.14375
$
0.14375
$
0.12375
$
0.12375
$
0.12375

323,057
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total
Total Cost of
Water ($)

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

2009
870
4,232
7,558
2,301
2,878
981

544
389
912
20,667

2010
5,616
7,597
7,597
7,597
7,512
5,986
914

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

1,738 $
2,816 $
7,213
54,588 $

201,007 $

538,115 $

Avg Cost of
Water ($)
$
284,182

Peak Usage Fees
2011
2012
7,597 $
2,532
5,893 $
1,906
7,352 $
5,973
7,597 $
7,597
6,848 $
1,901
6,551 $
497
1,823

166
420 $
$
44,248 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2013
7,560
3,551 $
3,996 $
1,891 $
83
432
32

1,873
6,458
28,738 $

$
$
17,543 $

2014
$
2,314 $
5,468 $
2,934 $

2015
691
4,648
87
115

2016
6,478
7,597
6,128
4,368
789
371

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
4,992 $
10,534 $

1,986
3,690
5,894
37,301

439,961 $ 280,331 $ 170,377 $ 183,189 $ 100,120 $

360,358

1,019
7,110 $
18,844 $

Annual Cost of Water ($)

$600,000
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Year

Conclusion
The max combined pump horsepower required to convey 300 cfs across roughly 20 vertical feet through a 305-foot long pipeline is roughly 984 hp.
Pumping requirements vary by time of year, and from year to year, based on water availability. On average, annual pumping costs for electrical
power supply are approxiamtely $284,182. The maximum annual pumping cost for the period 2009 to 2016 would have been $538,115, had this CHD removal option been in place.

CHD_Removal_Pumping_Calcs.xlsm
Pump Model (Exist)
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SUBJECT:

Potter Valley Project
CalTrout/CDFW
CHD Removal Power Production

BY: K. Jensen
DATE: 6/10/2021
PROJECT NO.: 20-092

CHK'D BY:

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation sheet is to estimate the difference in power production revenue at the PVP powerhouse
due to a lowering of the forebay elevation following removal of Cape Horn Dam.
Tunnel Diversions
The following flow rates (in cfs) represetn the synthetic historical RPA flows through the PVP tunnel system after removal of Scott Dam.

DIVERSIONS
E-16 Diversions, Scenario 2
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2009
34
167
298
91
114
39
0
0
0
21
15
36

2010
222
300
300
300
297
236
36
0
0
68
111
285

2011
300
233
290
300
270
259
72
0
0
6
17
0

2012
100
75
236
300
75
20
0
0
0
0
74
255

2013
299
140
158
75
3
17
1
0
0
0
0
0

2014
0
91
216
116
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
281

2015
27
183
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
197

2016
256
300
242
172
31
15
0
0
0
78
146
233

Forebay and Tailwater
The following values are assumed for the forebay and tailwater elevations under conditions of CHD removal. The tailwater condition is the same
between the "dams in" and "dams out" scenarios and was estimated based on drawings and information available in the PAD.
The assumed minimum forebay elevation with CHD in place is set to the dam crest elevation of 1490.8'.
Fixed TW Level
Min Forebay Level

1014.8
1470.0

ft
ft

Net Head and Power Calculations
The following calculations estimate the total losses thorugh the tunnel system and resulting power production for each of the monthly flow rates
given above. The calculations assume fixed forebay and tailwater elevations, which is a simplifying assumption adotped due to the fact that
Van Arsdale Reservoir is not a storage reservoir with a highly variable water surface elevation. Governing equations for head and minor loss
calculations are the same as those presented in the companion calculations for CHD removal pumping costs and tunnel rating curve.

NET HEAD
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

ηturb
ηgen

2009
454.3
440.0
409.2
450.3
447.8
454.1
455.2
455.2
455.2
454.7
454.9
454.2

0.875
0.970

2010
429.2
408.7
408.7
408.7
409.7
425.8
454.2
455.2
455.2
452.2
448.1
413.1

2011
408.7
426.7
411.6
408.7
417.2
420.3
451.9
455.2
455.2
455.1
454.9
455.2

2012
449.3
451.7
425.9
408.7
451.7
454.8
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
451.8
421.2

2013
409.2
444.3
441.6
451.7
455.2
454.9
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2

2014
455.2
450.2
430.5
447.5
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
454.0
414.3

2015
454.6
437.1
455.2
455.1
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
455.2
434.4

2016
421.0
408.7
424.5
439.1
454.4
454.9
455.2
455.2
455.2
451.4
443.4
426.7

2013
8.8
4.5
5.0
2.4
0.1
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2014
0.0
2.9
6.7
3.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
8.3

2015
0.9
5.7
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.1

2016
7.7
8.8
7.4
5.4
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
4.6
7.1

Turbine efficiency
Generator efficiency

POWER (MW)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2009
1.1
5.3
8.8
2.9
3.6
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.5
1.2

2010
6.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.7
7.2
1.2
0.0
0.0
2.2
3.6
8.4

2011
8.8
7.1
8.6
8.8
8.1
7.8
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.0

2012
3.2
2.4
7.2
8.8
2.4
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.4
7.7

Energy and Revenue Calculations
The following calculations estimate the total energy and total annual revenue due to power production at the PVP powerhouse.
Power rate

$

0.10

$/kWh

Assumed

ENERGY (kWh)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Forebay = 1490.8
Forebay = 1470.0

$
$

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
830262
5075221
6540145
2393547
6514670
0
659291
5743788
3920103
6540145
5295024
1810755
3319719
2191272
4276859
6540145
6513381
6540145
6373305
5357552
3714362
4956213
83037
5477544
2179655
6540145
6540145
6540145
1795853
2762420
109449
4036918
2711233
6482778
6016125
1805847
78475
0
0
752334
935976
5367630
5798221
473853
411808
0
0
353415
0
872262
1732011
0
29823
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
519253
1651982
157552
0
0
0
0
1885149
371309
2655053
400548
1779504
0
971348
0
3444256
870162
6276429
0
5728307
0
6203848
4565905
5295170
1,975,584 $ 5,039,272 $ 4,079,113 $ 2,714,778 $ 1,663,275 $ 1,791,017 $ 1,015,566 $ 3,516,213
1,885,133 $ 4,800,179 $ 3,885,308 $ 2,588,951 $ 1,586,471 $ 1,708,510 $ 969,454 $ 3,352,872

$6,000,000
Forebay Elev = 1490.8 Feet

$5,000,000

Forebay Elev = 1470.0 Feet

$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$-

NOTE: Assumes $0.10/kWh sales to PG&E
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

SUBJECT:

Potter Valley Project
Alternative C-2 - Roughened Channel
Incipient Motion Calcs

BY: KRJ
DATE: 6/29/2021
PROJECT NO.:

CHK'D BY:

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation sheet is to determine the critical grain size at incipient motion to help size material in the roughened channel.
The sheet uses the critical shear stress approach coupled with Manning's equation
Incipient Motion - Shear Stress Approach

Q=
A=
R=
P=
W=
h=
u=
n=
S=
U=

54590
1720.4
10.5
164.6
140
12.3
1.49
0.042
0.035
31.7

EQN

𝜏∗𝑐=

cfs
sf
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft/ft
ft/s

50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

0.0

𝜏𝑐

(𝛾𝑠−𝛾)𝑑𝑠

Where:
τ*c =

0.042 -

dimensionless Shields parameter; ranges from about 0.03 to about 0.06

τc =

26.9 psf

critical shear stress, depth-slope product

γs =

165.4 pcf

specific weight of sediment

γ=
h=
S=

62.4 pcf
12.3 ft
0.035 ft/ft

specific weight of water
depth; taken at max depth location at the plunge pool bottom
bed slope

dm =
dm =

6.2 ft
1892 mm

critical grain size
critical grain size

d50 =

5.0 ft

Conclusion
Based on stated assumptions, cirtical grain size is approximately 6.2 feet with a D50 of 5.0 feet.

Roughened Channel Incipient Motion Calcs.xlsx
Incipient Motion
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SUBJECT:

Potter Valley Project
Alternative C-2 - Roughened Channel
Rock Sizing Calculations

BY: KRJ
DATE: 6/29/2021
PROJECT NO.:

CHK'D BY:

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation sheet is to provide a series of alternative rock sizing computations for Alternative C-2.
The governing equatiosn and some of the parameter values were adopted from USBR (2007) - Rock Ramp Design Guidelines
Abt and Johnson (1991)
0.56
𝐷50=𝜑𝑒𝜑𝑐𝑎5.23𝑆0.43
0 𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔

D50 =
W=
Q=

59.5 in
140 ft
54590 cfs

50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

1.2 1.2
1.0
0.035
526.4
389.928571

φ_e =

a=
φ_c
S0 ==
q_sizing =
q_design
D50

ft/ft
cfs/ft
cfs/ft

5.0 ft

Robinson et al. (1998)

𝐷50=
D50 =
W=
Q=

(

𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
−7

9.76∙10 ∙𝑆−1.50
0

)

1/1.89

707.2 mm
42.7 m
1545.8 m3/s

S0 =

50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

0.035 m/m

q_sizing =

48.9 m2/s/m

q_design

36.2 m2/s/m

D50

2.3 ft

Ferro (1999)

𝐷50=𝑊𝜑𝑒
D50 =
W=
Q=

0.95

(𝜎2𝑔)

0.562

(

𝑄𝑆0(𝛾𝑠−𝛾)
5/2 1/2

𝑊

𝑔

4.2 ft
140.0 ft
54590.0 cfs
1.4
4.0
0.0
165
62.4
32.2

sigma_g
φ_e
S0 ==
gamma_s
gamma
g

𝛾

)

1/2

25.8
50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

ft/ft
pcf
pcf
ft/s2

USACE (1991)

𝐷30=

1.95𝑆

0.555

(𝑞𝑓)

2/3

1/3

𝑔

D30 =
W=
Q=
S=
q=
g=
f=

5.9
140.0
54590.0
0.035
389.9
32.2
1.25

ft
ft
cfs
ft/ft
cfs/ft
ft/s2
-

50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

flow concentration factor

𝐷50=𝐷30𝜎1/3
𝑔
sigma_g

4.0 -

D50 =

9.4 ft

Roughened Channel Incipient Motion Calcs.xlsx
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SUBJECT:

Potter Valley Project
Alternative C-3 - Upstream Diversion
Incipient Motion Calcs

BY: KRJ
DATE: 6/29/2021
PROJECT NO.:

CHK'D BY:

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation sheet is to determine the critical grain size at incipient motion to help size material in the roughened channel.
The sheet uses the critical shear stress approach coupled with Manning's equation
Incipient Motion - Shear Stress Approach

Q=
A=
R=
P=
W=
h=
u=
n=
S=
U=

54590
2214.7
10.0
222.1
200
11.1
1.49
0.042
0.0225
24.6

EQN

𝜏∗𝑐=

cfs
sf
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft/ft
ft/s

50-Year flow (PG&E 2005)

0.0

𝜏𝑐

(𝛾𝑠−𝛾)𝑑𝑠

Where:
τ*c =

0.042 -

τc =

15.6 psf

γs =

165.4 pcf

γ=
h=
S=

62.4 pcf
11.1 ft
0.0225 ft/ft

dm =
dm =

3.6 ft
1096 mm

d50 =

2.9 ft

dimensionless Shields parameter; ranges from about 0.03 to about 0.06
critical shear stress, depth-slope product
specific weight of sediment
specific weight of water
depth; taken at max depth location at the plunge pool bottom
bed slope
critical grain size
critical grain size

Conclusion
Based on stated assumptions, cirtical grain size is approximately 3.6 feet with a D50 of 2.9 feet.

Alternative C-3 Incipient Motion Calcs.xlsx
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Potter Valley Project Feasibility Study

Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal Alternatives
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FISH WATER
RELEASE STRUCTURE

BUNK HOUSE
AND FIELD OFFICE

REMOVE FISH HOTEL AND FISH EXCLUSION BARRIER
DOWN TO ELEVATION INDICATED. PERMANENTLY PLUG
ENTRANCE OPENINGS WITH CONTROLLED LOW STRENGTH
MATERIAL OR SIMILAR.

B

REMOVE 100-FOOT WIDE SECTION OF CAPE HORN DAM
DOWN TO ELEVATION INDICATED. STEP UP ON RIVER LEFT
TO MATCH TOP OF PUMP STATION STRUCTURE. SLOPE
UPWARD FROM STRUCTURE TO MATCH EXISTING DAM
CREST AT 3H:1V. SLOPE 100-FOOT SECTION DOWN FROM
RIGHT TO LEFT (LOOKING DOWNSTREAM) TO
CONCENTRATE FLOW NEAR INTAKE SCREENS.

C

CONSTRUCT NEW REINFORCED CONCRETE PUMP STATION
WITH ROOF ELEVATION SET TO ELEVATION 1477.0.
ELEVATION TO BE VERIFIED DURING LATER DESIGN
PHASES. PUMP STATION TO INCLUDE BETWEEN 2 AND 4
VERTICAL TURBINE PUMPS ON DUTY, WITH ONE ON
STANDBY (3 AND 5 PUMPS TOTAL), AND SET OVER WET
WELL RECEIVING WATER FROM SCREEN INTAKES.
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PUMPS TO BE DETERMINED
DURING LATER DESIGN PHASES.

D

INSTALL 7- TO 8-FT DIAMETER EPOXY-COATED STEEL PIPE,
OR BUTT-FUSION WELDED HDPE PIPE OR PRECAST
REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX SECTIONS AND CONNECTED
TO THE INTAKE PUMPS VIA A MANIFOLD. VALVING AND
FITTINGS NOT SHOWN. BURY PIPE IN OVERBANK AREA ON
APPROPRIATE BEDDING AND SUFFICIENT BACKFILL FOR
LONG-TERM PROTECTION. CONNECT PIPE TO NEW
BULKHEAD WALL AT RENOVATED VAN ARSDALE
DIVERSION FACILITY.

E

INSTALL 7 VERTICAL CYLINDER SCREENS MOUNTED TO
EXTERIOR FACE OF NEW PUMP STATION . SET PLATFORM
ELEVATION OF SCREENS TO 1447.0. ELEVATION TO BE
VERIFIED DURING LATER DESIGN PHASES. ENCLOSE
MANIFOLD IN STEEL DEBRIS CAGE STRUCTURE WITH MAX
SPACING BETWEEN MEMBERS BETWEEN 2 AND 4 FEET.

F

RENOVATE EXISTING VAN ARSDALE DIVERSION TO
RECEIVE WATER FROM THE NEW PUMP STATION.
REQUIRES DEMOLITION OF INCLINED SCREENS. WORK
EFFORT MAY ALSO INCLUDE DEMOLITION OR
DECOMMISSSIONING OF ARCHIMEDES SCREW PUMP, FISH
BYPASS, AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORTING THE
EXISTING SCREENS AND FISH BYPASS.
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VERTICAL CONTROL SECTION
EL 1447.0

BUNK HOUSE
AND FIELD OFFICE

A

INSTALL ROUGHENED CHANNEL USING LARGE DIAMETER
BOULDER EMBEDDED IN SHOTCRETE AND FOUNDED ON
APPROPRIATELY SIZED AGGREGATE FILTER LAYER.
BACKFILL BOULDER BED WITH COBBLE AND GRAVEL TO
FILL INTERSTICES. DRILL AND/OR BLAST AND BREAK UP
EXPOSED BEDROCK AS NECESSARY TO CREATE UNIFORM
SLOPE TO NEW CHANNEL. REUSE BEDROCK SPOILS AS
ROUGHENED CHANNEL MATERIAL. ROUGHENED CHANNEL
AREA APPROX 100,000 SQUARE FEET AND BETWEEN 10
AND 15 FEET DEEP.

B

REMOVE CAPE HORN DAM DOWN TO ELEVATION
INDICATED. REMAINDER OF DAM BELOW NEW CREST
ELEVATION TO SERVE AS VERTICAL GRADE CONTROL.
REUSE LARGE CONCRETE SPOILS AS BOTTOM LAYER OF
ROUGHENED CHANNEL.

C

REMOVE FISH HOTEL AND FISH EXCLUSION BARRIER
DOWN TO ELEVATION INDICATED. PERMANENTLY PLUG
ENTRANCE OPENINGS WITH CONTROLLED LOW STRENGTH
MATERIAL OR SIMILAR.

D

INSTALL UPSTREAM DIVERSION WEIR WITH CREST
ELEVATION AT 1473.0 AND LOW-FLOW SECTION CREST
ELEVATION AT 1470.0. TAPER WEIR DOWN FROM
WINGWALL EXTENSION AT 1477.0 TO 1473.0. ELEVATIONS
TO BE VERIFIED DURING LATER DESIGN PHASES.
SHEETPILE TO BE DRIVEN USING VIBRATORY METHODS
AND SECURED TO BEDROCK USING KINGPILES. CAP
DIVERSION WEIR WITH SHOTCRETE-EMBEDDED BOULDER.

E

INSTALL INTERMEDIATE SHEETPILING AS VERTICAL GRADE
CONTROL TO ENSURE UNIFORM GRADE ACROSS
ROUGHENED CHANNEL. REQUIREMENTS FOR NUMBER
AND SPACING OF INTERMEDIATE SHEETPILE TO BE
DETERMINED DURING LATER DESIGN PHASES.

F

LOWER EXIST CONCRETE WINGWALL TO ELEVATION
1477.0. ELEVATION TO BE VERIFIED DURING LATER DESIGN
PHASES. EXTEND WINGWALL SOUTH TO PROVIDE
CONNECTION WITH DIVERSION WEIR.

G

INSTALL 7 STANDBY VERTICAL CYLINDER SCREENS
MOUNTED TO EXTERIOR FACE OF EXIST DIVERSION
FACILITY GUIDEWALL. SET PLATFORM ELEVATION OF
SCREENS TO 1465.0. ELEVATION TO BE VERIFIED DURING
LATER DESIGN PHASES. ENCLOSE MANIFOLD IN STEEL
DEBRIS CAGE STRUCTURE WITH MAX SPACING BETWEEN
MEMBERS BETWEEN 2 AND 4 FEET.
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SHEET PILE CONTROL
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EL 1475.0
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EL 1463.6±

NEW CONC
BULKHEAD WALL

7' DIA, 6' TALL
VERTICAL CYLINDER
SCREEN, TYP OF 7

KING PILE, TYP (NUMBER
AND LENGTH TBD)

SECTION
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STEEL STAIRWAY

A

REMOVE FISH HOTEL AND FISH EXCLUSION BARRIER TO
ELEVATION 1446.0 FEET AND CONCRETE GRAVITY
PORTION OF DAM TO ELEVATION 1447.0 FEET. LOWER
CONCRETE WINGWALL TO ELEVATION 1470.0 OR LOWER
AND EXCAVATE EARTHEN EMBANKMENT AND COREWALL
PORTION OF DAM TO MATCH.

B

INSTALL APPROXIMATELY 1,570 FEET OF 20-FT WIDE
PRECAST DUAL BOX CULVERT AT A SLOPE OF ROUGHLY
0.1% BEGINNING AT ELEVATION 1490.0 FEET. EXCAVATION
FOR CULVERT TRENCH ASSUMED TO HAVE SLOPES OF
2H:1V, REQUIRING APPROXIMATELY 50,000 CY
EXCAVATION.

C

CONSTRUCT REINF CONC PARSHALL FLUME TO
TRANSITION FLOW FROM SCREEN TO CULVERT AND TO
PROVIDE DIVERSION FLOW MEASUREMENT.

D

INSTALL DUAL HORIZONTAL SCREENS (FARMERS
CONSERVATION ALLIANCE OR SIMILAR). MINIMUM FLOW
PER UNIT IS 75 CFS; MAXIMUM FLOW FOR TWO UNITS IS
300 CFS. SCREEN FACILITY TO INCLUDE INLET FLUMES TO
TRAIN FLOWS, WEDGEWIRE HORIZONTAL SCREENS AND
TAPER WALLS, CONTROL WEIR AND ATTENUATION BAYS
WITH OPTIONAL SEDIMENT SLUICING.

E

INSTALL RETURN PIPE FOR FISH AND BYPASS FLOWS.
RETURN PIPE TO CONNECT WITH BURIED CONCRETE
RETURN CHANNEL BENEATH DISTAL END OF SCREEN
STRUCTURE.

F

INSTALL HEAD GATES FOR DIVERSION CONTROL. CONTROL
WILL BE MANUAL (LOCAL) VIA HANDWHEEL AND/OR PUSH
BUTTON ACTUATION. OPTIONAL REMOTE CONTROL
THROUGH SCADA INTEGRATION. OPTIONAL AUTOMATED
CONTROL THROUGH PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROL
TO ENSURE DIVERSIONS BASED ON USER-PRESCRIBED
LOGIC, ASSIGNED THRESHOLDS AND SETPOINTS.
AUTOMATION MAY REQUIRE FOREBAY
INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING, SUCH AS
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS AND ASSOCIATED RATING
CURVE DEVELOPED WITH FLOWS THROUGH PARSHALL
FLUME.

G

INSTALL TRASHRACK AND OPTIONAL TRASH RAKE SYSTEM
TO AUTOMATICALLY COLLECT AND HANDLE DEBRIS AT
RIVER. UTILIZE ADJACENT LANDINGS FOR DEBRIS
STOCKPILING PRIOR TO PERMANENT DISPOSAL.

H

INSTALL GUIDANCE WALL AND BACKFILL WITH
EXCAVATED BORROW. GUIDEWALL DESIGNED TO SWEEP
FLOWS ACROSS FACE OF DEBRIS RACK FOR PASSIVE
CLEANING.

I

INSTALL SERIES OF INFLATABLE BLADDER WEIRS FOR
FOREBAY CONTROL. BLADDER NEAREST TO DIVERSION TO
BE SET LOWER, OR OPERATED LOWER TO CONCENTRATE
LOW FLOWS NEAR THE DIVERSION. PERIODIC
MAINTENANCE MAY INCLUDE LOWERING ALL GATES TO
FLUSH ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT AND DEBRIS
DOWNSTREAM. HYDRAULIC MODELING TO BE
CONDUCTED TO VERIFY VELOCITIES AND DEPTHS OVER
RANGE OF FISH PASSAGE DESIGN FLOWS.

J

EXTEND BURIED SHEET PILE CUTOFF WALL INTO RIGHT
OVERBANK AREA TO PROTECT FACILITY FROM AVULSION
AND OUT-FLANKING.

K

INSTALL ADDITIONAL GRADE STABILIZATION MEASURES
AS NEEDED (BURIED SHEETPILE CONNECTED TO KING
PILES SHOWN).

L

INSTALL ROUGHENED CHANNEL MATERIAL AS
REQUIRED TO ENSURE A STABLE BED AND TO
PREVENT THE FORMATION OF FISH PASSAGE
BARRIERS.

TUNNEL CONNECTION,
SEE FIGURE C-3-3
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CONCRETE BUTTRESS

AXIS OF DAM

SHEET NOTES:
1.

3.75'
4'

4'

ALL ELEVATIONS PROVIDED IN PG&E LOCAL DATUM. TO OBTAIN
ELEVATIONS IN NGVD29 DATUM, SUBTRACT 81.7 FEET FROM THE
ELEVATIONS SHOWN. TO OBTAIN ELEVATIONS IN NAVD88 DATUM,
SUBTRACT 78.78 FEET FROM THE ELEVATIONS SHOWN.

RAILINGS
TRACKS FOR GATE HOISTS

TOP OF DAM
EL 1920.0
MAX WSEL 1910.0
SPILLWAY CREST
EL 1900.0

32'x10' RADIAL GATE
EL 1890.0
2.75'

15.91'

12.25'

25.0'

0.62
APPROX MIN SEDIMENT
EL 1825.0±

1
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE

Revision Description
DRAFT Submittal
Revised Scott Dam Removal costs based on ITR

The purpose of this technical memorandum (TM) is to present the Engineer’s Cost Estimate (ECE) for the
Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal alternatives. The TM presents the additional cost factors and a
detailed cost estimate. The objective is to provide an engineer’s cost estimate to the Two-Basin Solution
Partners to support the alternatives evaluation.
As part of this Project, two alternatives were selected for consideration of Scott Dam removal:



Alternative S-1 – Rapid Removal
Alternative S-2 – Phased Removal

In addition, three alternatives were selected for consideration of Cape Horn Dam removal:



1.2

Alternative C-1 – Dam Removal – Pumping System.
Alternative C-2 – Dam Lowering – Roughened Channel.
Alternative C-3 – Dam Removal – Conveyance System.
BACKGROUND

Scott Dam is located in Lake County, California. Built in the early twentieth century, it is a roughly 130foot-tall concrete gravity dam designed to impound water for summer releases to the Eel and Russian River
systems. Constructed without provisions for fish passage, Scott Dam is currently under consideration for
complete removal.
Cape Horn Dam is located approximately 12 miles downstream of Scott Dam in Mendocino County,
California on the Eel River. Cape Horn Dam is a concrete gravity and earthfill dam that operates in run-of-
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river mode, with all inflow passing over the crest of the spillway-type dam crest without attenuation or
storage. The dam includes a volitional fish passage facility located on the left bank. The dam was designed
to provide adequate submergence on the diversion tunnel intake to provide water to the powerhouse through
gravity flow. As part of this project, upstream and downstream fish passage are being evaluated.

2.0

ENGINEER’S COST ESTIMATE

This Section presents the estimate class selection of the cost estimate for this Project, the additional cost
factors and construction cost estimate.
2.1.1

Estimate Class Selection

The American Association of Cost Engineering (AACE) provides guidelines for development of cost
estimates for various levels of project definition (see Table 2-1). For this project, an AACE Class 4 cost
estimate has been prepared for Cape Horn Dam removal with an accuracy from -30% to +50% and an
AACE Class 5 cost estimate has been prepared for Scott Dam removal with an accuracy from -50% to
+100%
Table 2-1. American Association of Cost Engineering Guidelines
Primary
Characteristic

Secondary Characteristic

END USAGE
Typical
purpose of
estimate

Class 5

0% to 2%

Concept
Screening

Capacity Factored,
Parametric Models,
Judgment or
Analogy

L: -20% to -50%
H: +30% to +100%

1

Class 4

1% to 15%

Study of
Feasibility

Equipment Factored
or Parametric
Models

L: -15% to -30%
H: +20% to +50%

2 to 4

Class 3

10% to 40%

Budget,
Authorization,
or Control

Semi-Detailed Unit
Costs with Assembly
Level Line Items

L: -10% to -20%
H: +10% to +30%

3 to 10

Class 2

30% to 70%

Control or
Bid/ Tender

Detailed Unit Cost
with Forced Detailed
Take-Off

L: -5% to -15%
H: +5% to +20%

4 to 20

Class 1

50% to 100%

Check
Estimate or
Bid/Tender

Detailed Unit Cost
with Detailed TakeOff

L: -3% to -10%
H: +3% to +15%

5 to 100

ESTIMATE
CLASS

METHODOLOGY
Typical estimating
method

EXPECTED ACCURACY
RANGE
Typical variation in
low and high ranges
(a)

PREPARATION
EFFORT
Typical degree
of effort
relative to
least cost
index of 1 (b)

LEVEL OF PROJECT
DEFINITION
Expressed as %
of complete
definition

Notes:
(a) The state of process technology and availability of applicable reference cost data affect the range markedly. The +/- value
represents typical percentage variation of actual costs from the dost estimate after application of contingency (typically at a
50% level of confidence) for give scope.
(b) If the range index value of “1” represents 0.005% of project costs, then an index value of 100 represents 0.5%. Estimate
preparation effort is highly dependent upon the size of the project and the quality of estimating data and tools.
Source: AACE International Recommended Practice No. 17R-97
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2.1.2

Engineer’s Cost Estimate

Additional Cost Factors

Additional cost factors are included in the ECE for medium to large capital projects which are complex
enough to require bid documents or are likely to require a general contractor and multiple subcontractors.
The additional cost factors assumed are as follows:
General Contract Requirements (20-30%): This factor includes mobilization/de-mobilization,
temporary facilities, erosion control, special testing, and other Division 1 contract requirements. It is applied
to the construction cost subtotal including contingency.
Overhead (6%) and Profit (12%): These factors cover general contractor overhead and profit. They are
applied to the construction cost subtotal including contingency.
Construction Bond and Insurance Rate (3%): A construction bond and insurance rate of 3% was
assumed based on other projects of similar size and complexity.
Contingency (10%-25%): A contingency of 10% is added to Cape Horn Dam removal costs and 25% for
Scott Dam removal costs. The difference is due to the difficulty in accessing Scott Dam, as well as
uncertainties related to rubble disposal.
California Sales Tax (7.25%): This factor covers the State of California sales tax of 7.25%. The County
sales tax was not accounted here for this level of development. On government projects, retail sales tax is
to be paid on materials and equipment and is included in unit costs.
Note that a 3% annual inflation factor was not included in this estimate.
2.1.3

Construction Cost Estimate

Tables 2-2 and 2-3 provide summaries of the ECE in 2021 US dollars for the Project. A more detailed cost
estimate is presented in Attachment 1.
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McMillen Jacobs Associates

Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal

Engineer’s Cost Estimate

Table 2-2. Scott Dam Removal Alternatives Engineer’s Cost Estimates
Line Item

Alternative S-1

Alternative S-2

Notes

$15,940,000

$25,665,000

$46,980,000

$47,230,000

$50,000
$1,700,000

$50,000
$350,000

$1,500,000

$1,000,000

$2,900,000

$2,700,000

$69,070,000

$76,995,000

Alt S-1 assumes a baseline 20% of direct costs for general conditions and
mobilization; Alt S-2 assumes 30% due to the need to remobilize and
demobilize each year for four consecutive years
The cost for demolition of Scott Dam is slightly less under Alt S-1 because that
alternative includes a small amount of demolition sue to tunnel excavation,
which is captured in Division 31.
Project assumes security fencing around the upper abutments.
Both project assume turbidity control during construction and final channel
contouring and rehabilitation. In addition, Alt S-1 includes boring a tunnel
through the base of the dam, which accounts for the majority of the
discrepancy in this line item.
Both projects assume widespread spot repairs to access roads, include
expansion of 1 or 2 hairpin turns for longer vehicle access.
Includes costs for bulkhead launches for barges and floating plant rental and
assembly. Both alternatives assume the need for barges in the first 4-month
low-flow season only. Alt S-1 includes an additional barge launch for access to
the plunge pool.
Direct costs

$4,144,200

$4,619,700

$8,288,400
$2,196,426
$5,007,575
$17,267,500

$9,239,400
$2,448,441
$5,582,138
$19,248,750

$105,974,101

$118,133,429

$52,987,051
$211,948,202

$59,066,714
$236,266,857

GC's & Mobilization
Demolition
Metals
Earthwork
Exterior Improvements
Marine and Waterway
Construction Cost
Overhead - 6%
Profit - 12%
Bond and Insurance Rate – 3%
California Sales Tax – 7.25%
Contingency – 25%

Median Const. Cost
-50%
+100%

Rev. No. 0/July2021

Assumed; includes worker housing, medical, workman’s compensation, per
diem and others.
Assumed
Assumed
Assumed
Assumed
All costs based on 2021 dollars; would require proper escalation to estimate in
future dollars. Does not include interest during construction, legal, financing,
administration, engineering or permitting costs.
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McMillen Jacobs Associates

Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal

Engineer’s Cost Estimate

Table 2-3. Cape Horn Dam Removal Alternatives Engineer’s Cost Estimates
Line Item

Alternative C-1

Alternative C-2

Alternative C-3

GC's & Mobilization

$

3,312,185

$

5,856,218

$

8,006,406

Demolition

$

6,999,807

$

6,496,685

$

7,831,255

Concrete

$

3,052,578

$

2,539,837

$

13,597,754

Metals

$

183,050

$

119,000

$

473,000

Building

$

-

$

-

$

187,688

Electrical

$

170,000

$

50,000

$

214,500

I&C

$

137,000

$

137,000

$

137,000

Earthwork

$

4,393,491

$

18,689,566

$

14,798,004

Exterior Improvements

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

1,050,000

Utilities

$

-

$

49,000

$

81,250

Marine and Waterway
Pumps
Construction Cost

$
$

1,190,000
425,000

$
$

1,190,000
-

$
$

1,661,580
-

Overhead - 6%

$

1,192,387

$

2,108,238

$

2,882,306

Profit - 12%
Bond and Insurance Rate –
3%
California Sales Tax
Contingency – 10%

$

2,384,773

$

4,216,477

$

5,764,612

Assumed; includes worker housing, medical, workman’s
compensation, per diem and others.
Assumed

$

631,965

$

1,117,366

$

1,527,622

Assumed

$
$

1,440,801
1,987,311

$
$

2,547,455
3,513,731

$
$

3,482,787
4,803,844

Assumed
Assumed

Median Const. Cost

$

27,510,348

$

48,640,573

$

66,499,606

-30%
+50%

$
$

19,257,244
41,265,522

$
$

34,048,401
72,960,859

$
$

46,549,724
99,749,409

Rev. No. 0/July2021
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Notes
Alt C-3 include complete removal of the dam, whereas the other two
alternatives includes partial removal
Includes 1,570-foot-long precast box culvert under Alt C-3.
Includes new trashrack under Alt C-3, which is more substantial that
the debris cages included under Alts C-1 and C-2
Assumes new control building for inflatable balder weirs under Alt C-3
Alt C-3 assumes generator and ATS for backup control of inflatable
bladder weirs; no generator or ATS assumed for Alt C-1 or C-2
All alternatives assume SCADA integration
Alt C-1 does not include a roughened channel; the roughened
channel under Alt C-2 is deeper and requires larger material than Alt
C-3
Alt C-3 include a much longer access road
Alt C-2 includes seven pipe penetrations into the existing diversion;
Alt C-3 includes fish return pipe back to the river
Alt C-3 includes a series of bladder weirs
Alt C-1 is the only alternative with pumps

All costs based on 2021 dollars; would require proper escalation to
estimate in future dollars. Does not include interest during
construction, legal, financing, administration, engineering or
permitting costs.

McMillen Jacobs Associates

Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal

Engineer’s Cost Estimate

Attachment 1
Capital Cost Calculation Spreadsheets
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McMillen Jacobs Associates

Scott Dam Removal - Alternative S-1 - Rapid Removal Approach
Line Item

Item

1

Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Division 02 - Demo
Remove Radial Gates
Remove Slide Gates
Remove Miscellaneous Metals
Remove Appurtenant Structures
Remove Deck and Piers
Demolish Scott Dam
Landside Crane and Operator

9

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

1

LS

$15,940,000.00

$15,940,000.00

5
26
1
1
700
91500
1

EA
CY
LS
LS
CY
CY
LS

$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$250,000.00

$50,000.00
$130,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$700,000.00
$45,750,000.00
$250,000.00

Division 05 - Metals
Fencing

500

SF

$100.00

$50,000.00

10
11
12
13
14
15

Division 31 - Earthwork
Tunnel Excavation
Tunnel Temporary Support
Upstream Tunnel Portal Dredging
Longreach Dredging Equipment
Turbidity Control
Channel Contouring and Rehabilitation

75
1
2500
1
1
1

LF
LS
CY
LS
LS
LS

$12,000.00
$250,000.00
$20.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$250,000.00

$900,000.00
$250,000.00
$50,000.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$250,000.00

16

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access and Haul Road Improvements

1

LS

$1,500,000.00

$1,500,000.00

17
18
19

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
Plunge Pool Barge Launch
Reservoir Barge Launch
Floating Plant Assembly and Rental

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$2,500,000.00

$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$2,500,000.00

Total Direct Cost

Sub Total
$15,940,000.00

$46,980,000.00

$50,000.00

$1,700,000.00

$1,500,000.00

$2,900,000.00

$69,070,000.00

Scott Dam Removal - Alternative S-1 - Rapid Removal Approach
Line Item

Item

1

Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Division 02 - Demo
Remove Radial Gates
Remove Slide Gates
Remove Miscellaneous Metals
Remove Appurtenant Structures
Remove Deck and Piers
Demolish Scott Dam
Landside Crane and Operator

9

Division 05 - Metals
Fencing

10
11

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

1

LS

$25,665,000.00

$25,665,000.00

5
26
1
1
700
92000
1

EA
CY
LS
LS
CY
CY
LS

$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$250,000.00

$50,000.00
$130,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$700,000.00
$46,000,000.00
$250,000.00

500

SF

$100.00

$50,000.00

Division 31 - Earthwork
Turbidity Control
Channel Contouring and Rehabilitation

1
1

LS
LS

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

12

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access and Haul Road Improvements

1

LS

$1,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00

13
14

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
Reservoir Barge Launch
Floating Plant Assembly and Rental

1
1

LS
LS

$200,000.00
$2,500,000.00

$200,000.00
$2,500,000.00

Total Direct Cost

Sub Total
$25,665,000.00

$47,230,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$250,000.00
$0.00
$50,000.00

$350,000.00

$1,000,000.00

$2,700,000.00

$77,245,000.00

Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements - ALTERNATIVE 1
Line Item
1

Item
Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

Sub Total
$2,121,498.52

1

LS

$2,121,498.52

$2,121,498.52

Division 02 - Demo
Demolish existing fish Ladder (per pool)
Demolish Existing Lamprey System
Demolish High-Level Fish Water Release
Demolish 4" Water Line
Demolish 50' of Cape Horn Dam Crest
Demolish 50' of Vertical Drop Strcuture
Demolish 10' of Cape Horn Dam for the Sluice way
Enlarge Fishway Entrance

47
1
1
165
139
119
28
2

EA
EA
LS
LF
CY
CY
CY
EA

$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$100,000.00
$10.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$15,000.00

$470,000.00
$5,000.00
$100,000.00
$1,650.00
$69,444.44
$59,259.26
$13,888.89
$30,000.00

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Division 03 - Concrete
Fishway Pools - Standard
Fishway Pools - Entrance
Fishway Pools -Turning/Resting
Fish Hotel Separation Wall
Cape Horn Dam - Transition Walls
Cape Horn Dam - Training Walls
Cape Horn Dam - Overlay
Vertical Drop - Conc Fill
CLSM (10% of Concrete)

34
4
3
28
22
8
250
93
10

EA
EA
EA
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
%

$120,000.00
$50,000.00
$180,000.00
$1,900.00
$1,900.00
$2,500.00
$2,500.00
$1,900.00
$573,550.37

$4,080,000.00
$200,000.00
$540,000.00
$52,355.56
$42,222.22
$20,000.00
$625,000.00
$175,925.93
$573,550.37

19
20
21
22
23

Division 05 - Metals
Gratings
Angle
Handrail
Coarse Trashrack
Wall Diffusers

2678
893
893
1
508

SF
LF
LF
LS
SF

$95.00
$15.00
$70.00
$5,000.00
$80.00

$254,362.50
$13,387.50
$62,475.00
$5,000.00
$40,664.00

24

Division 11 - Equipment
NONE

25

Division 13 - Special Construction
Utility Enclosure

26
27
28
29

$749,242.59

$6,309,054.07

$375,889.00

$0.00

683

Sf

$275.00

$187,687.50

Division 26 - Electrical
Electrical Service, 480V, 3 Phase
Generator
Automatic Transfer Switch
Site Lighting and Miscellaneous

1
1
1
1

EA
EA
EA
LS

$150,000
$38,000
$6,500
$20,000

$150,000
$38,000
$6,500
$20,000

30
31
32

Division 26 - I&C
SCADA PLC Cabinet with AutoDialer
Miscellaneous Material
Level Sensors/Misc Instrumentation

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

33

Division 22 - Plumbing
NONE - (Included in Obermeyer Gate cost)

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Division 31 - Earthwork
Site Grading
Rock Excavation
Upstream Cofferdam
Dowsntream Cofferdam
Diversion Pipe
Dewatering
Barge Mobilization

41

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access Road

$187,687.50

$214,500.00

$137,000.00

$0.00

2000
419
1
1
300
4
1

CY
CY
LS
LS
LF
MO
LS

$50.00
$400.00
$100,000.00
$150,000.00
$300.00
$10,000.00
$250,000.00

$100,000.00
$167,644.44
$100,000.00
$150,000.00
$90,000.00
$40,000.00
$250,000.00

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$897,644.44

$10,000.00

42

Division 33 - Utilities
NONE

43
44
45
46

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
AWWA C562 10'X5.25' Slide Gate manual operator
AWWA C562 4'X4' Slide Gate manual operator
Obermeyer Gates and Equipment (50' L x10' H)
Sluice Way Gate

47

Division 44 - Pumps
NONE

Total Direct Cost

$0.00

$1,726,475.00
2
1
2
1

EA
EA
EA
EA

$66,000.00
$20,000.00
$769,737.50
$35,000.00

$132,000.00
$20,000.00
$1,539,475.00
$35,000.00
$0.00

$12,728,991.13

Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements - ALTERNATIVE C-1
Line Item
1

Item
Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

Sub Total
$3,312,185.22

1

LS

$3,312,185.22

$3,312,185.22

Division 02 - Demo
Demolish Existing Lamprey System
Demolish Cape Horn Dam Crest to 1447
Demolish Cape Horn Dam Crest at 3H:1V
Demolish Vertical Drop Structure to 1446
Demolish Fish Hotel to 1446
Demolish Retaining Wall to 1473
Demolish Core Wall to 1473
Demolish Core Wall at 3H:1V
Demolish Van Arsdale Screen
Demolish fish return
Demolish the Archimedes' Screw Pump

1
3656
2088
348
1
3220
2300
1587
750
1
1

EA
CY
CY
CY
LS
CY
CY
CY
SF
LS
LS

$5,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$300,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$40.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00

$5,000.00
$1,828,222.22
$1,044,011.11
$174,074.07
$300,000.00
$1,610,000.00
$1,150,000.00
$793,500.00
$30,000.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00

13
14
15
16
17
18

Division 03 - Concrete
Pump Station Slab on Grade
Pump Station Walls
Pump Station Slab elevated
King Pile and Pile Foundation
Precast Box Culvert (7'Wx7'H)
Bulkhead Wall at Van Arsdale Diversion Facility

148
280
74
1
410
62

CY
CY
CY
LS
LF
CY

$1,300.00
$1,900.00
$2,500.00
$1,000,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,900.00

$192,592.59
$532,000.00
$185,185.19
$1,000,000.00
$1,025,000.00
$117,800.00

19
20
21

Division 05 - Metals
Handrail
Screen Blockout plates - Blind Flange
Debris cage to protect Intake Screen

415
7
1

LF
EA
LS

$70.00
$5,000.00
$119,000.00

$29,050.00
$35,000.00
$119,000.00

22

Division 11 - Equipment
NONE

$0.00

23

Division 13 - Special Construction
NONE

$0.00

24
25

Division 26 - Electrical
Electrical Service, 480V, 3 Phase
Site Lighting and Miscellaneous

1
1

EA
LS

$150,000
$20,000

$150,000
$20,000

26
27
28

Division 26 - I&C
SCADA PLC Cabinet with AutoDialer
Miscellaneous Material
Level Sensors/Misc Instrumentation

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

29

Division 22 - Plumbing
NONE

$6,999,807.41

$3,052,577.78

$183,050.00

$170,000.00

$137,000.00

$0.00

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Division 31 - Earthwork
Sheetpile (assumed depth 50') Procurement and Installation
Excavate - right bank
Excavate - right channel
Backfill/Compacting - 3" Minus - Left bank
Backfill existing ladder and grade over
Armoring
Small Cofferdam right bank
Upstream Cofferdam
Downstream Cofferdam
Dewatering

40

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access Road

41

Division 33 - Utilities
NONE

42

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
Intake Cylinder Screen including control panel

7

EA

$170,000.00

$1,190,000.00

43

Division 44 - Pumps
Vertical Turbine Pumps

5

EA

$85,000.00

$425,000.00

Total Direct Cost

14250
22833
19289
2481
522
2222
1
1
1
16

SF
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
LS
LS
LS
MO

1

LS

$100.00
$20.00
$21.00
$40.00
$75.00
$60.00
$25,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$150,000.00
$10,000.00

$1,425,000.00
$456,665.00
$405,066.67
$99,259.26
$39,166.67
$133,333.33
$25,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$150,000.00
$160,000.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$4,393,490.93

$10,000.00

$0.00

$1,190,000.00

$425,000.00

$19,873,111.33

Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements - ALTERNATIVE C-2

Line Item
1

Item
Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

Sub Total
$5,856,217.67

1

LS

$5,856,217.67

$5,856,217.67

Division 02 - Demo
Demolish Existing Lamprey System
Demolish Cape Horn Dam Crest to 1457.5
Demolish Vertical Drop Structure to 1453.7
Demolish Fish Hotel to 1453.7
Demolish Retaining Wall to 1477
Demolish Core Wall to 1477
Demolish Core Wall at 3H:1V
Demolish Van Arsdale Screen
Demolish fish return
Demolish the Archimedes' Screw Pump
Directional drilling for the Intake Screen - 36" DIA

1
5193
177
1
2940
2100
1323
750
1
1
140

EA
CY
CY
LS
CY
CY
CY
SF
LS
LS
LF

$5,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$250,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$40.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00
$2,000.00

$5,000.00
$2,596,666.67
$88,518.52
$250,000.00
$1,470,000.00
$1,050,000.00
$661,500.00
$30,000.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00
$280,000.00

12
13
14
15
16

Division 03 - Concrete
King Pile and Pile Foundation
Bulkhead Wall at Van Arsdale Diversion Facility
CLSM Fish Hotel
Wingwall Extension
Grouting - Roughness Channel

1
62
1
204
1

LS
CY
LS
CY
LS

$1,000,000.00
$1,900.00
$35,000.00
$1,900.00
$1,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00
$117,800.00
$35,000.00
$387,037.04
$1,000,000.00

17

Division 05 - Metals
Debris cage to protect Intake Screen

1

LS

$119,000.00

$119,000.00

18

Division 11 - Equipment
NONE

$0.00

19

Division 13 - Special Construction
NONE

$0.00

20

Division 26 - Electrical
Electrical Service, 480V, 3 Phase

1

EA

$50,000

$50,000

21
22
23

Division 26 - I&C
SCADA PLC Cabinet with AutoDialer
Miscellaneous Material
Level Sensors/Misc Instrumentation

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

24

Division 22 - Plumbing
NONE

$6,496,685.19

$2,539,837.04

$119,000.00

$50,000.00

$137,000.00

$0.00

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Division 31 - Earthwork
Sheetpile (assumed depth 15') Procurement and Installation
Rock Excavation for channel
Rock Excavation for Intake
Excavate - right bank and main channel
Roughness Channel
Backfill existing ladder and grade over
Armoring
Small Cofferdam right bank
Upstream Cofferdam
Downstream Cofferdam
Intake Cofferdam
Wingwall Extension Cofferdam
Dewatering

38

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access Road

39

Division 33 - Utilities
36" DIA - Pipe

40

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
Intake Cylinder Screen including control panel

41

Division 44 - Pumps
NONE
Total Direct Cost

$18,689,566.11
13680
13889
250
80426
83333
522
2222
1
1
1
1
1
16

SF
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
MO

$100.00
$400.00
$400.00
$20.00
$75.00
$75.00
$60.00
$25,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$150,000.00
$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$10,000.00

$1,368,000.00
$5,555,555.56
$100,000.00
$1,608,510.56
$6,250,000.00
$39,166.67
$133,333.33
$25,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$150,000.00
$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$160,000.00

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

140

LF

$350.00

$49,000.00

7

EA

$170,000.00

$1,190,000.00

$10,000.00

$49,000.00

$1,190,000.00

$0.00

$35,137,306.00

Cape Horn Dam Fish Passage Improvements - ALTERNATIVE C-3
Line Item
1

Item
Division 01 - General Requirements
GC's & Mobilization

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Price

Sub Total
$8,006,405.91

1

LS

$8,006,405.91

$8,006,405.91

Division 02 - Demo
Demolish Existing Lamprey System
Demolish Cape Horn Dam Crest to 1447
Demolish Vertical Drop Structure to 1447
Demolish Fish Hotel to 1447
Demolish Retaining Wall to 1470
Demolish Core Wall to 1470
Demolish Core Wall at 3H:1V
Demolish Van Arsdale Screen
Demolish fish return
Demolish the Archimedes' Screw Pump

1
6856
326
1
3430
2450
1801
750
1
1

EA
CY
CY
LS
CY
CY
CY
SF
LS
LS

$5,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$300,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$40.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00

$5,000.00
$3,427,916.67
$162,962.96
$300,000.00
$1,715,000.00
$1,225,000.00
$900,375.00
$30,000.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Division 03 - Concrete
King Pile and Pile Foundation
Bulkhead Wall at Van Arsdale Diversion Facility
Precast Box Culvert (16'Wx6'H) m- Dual System
Parshall Flume
Screen Structure
Forebay Structure
Weir slab
Concrete Fill At Van Arsdale

1
62
1570
1
1
1
119
120

LS
CY
LF
LS
LS
LS
CY
CY

$1,000,000.00
$1,900.00
$6,000.00
$500,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$750,000.00
$1,300.00
$1,300.00

$1,000,000.00
$117,800.00
$9,420,000.00
$500,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$750,000.00
$154,074.07
$155,879.63

20
21
22
23

Division 05 - Metals
Gratings
Angle
Handrail
Trash Rack

600
1200
1400
2400

SF
LF
LF
SF

$95.00
$15.00
$70.00
$125.00

$57,000.00
$18,000.00
$98,000.00
$300,000.00

24

Division 11 - Equipment
NONE

25

Division 13 - Special Construction
Utility Enclosure

26
27
28
29

$7,831,254.63

$13,597,753.70

$473,000.00

$0.00

$187,687.50
683

Sf

$275.00

$187,687.50

Division 26 - Electrical
Electrical Service, 480V, 3 Phase
Generator
Automatic Transfer Switch
Site Lighting and Miscellaneous

1
1
1
1

EA
EA
EA
LS

$150,000
$38,000
$6,500
$20,000

$150,000
$38,000
$6,500
$20,000

30
31
32

Division 26 - I&C
SCADA PLC Cabinet with AutoDialer
Miscellaneous Material
Level Sensors/Misc Instrumentation

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

$100,000
$15,000
$22,000

33

Division 22 - Plumbing
NONE

$214,500.00

$137,000.00

$0.00

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Division 31 - Earthwork
Sheetpile (assumed depth 15') Procurement and Installation
Excavation
Roughness Channel
Backfill/Compacting - 3" Minus
Backfill existing ladder and grade over
Diversion weir Cofferdams
Dewatering

41
42

Division 32 - Exterior Improvements
Access Road
Land Acquisition

43

$14,798,003.70
36500
254583
50000
15179
522
1
16

SF
CY
CY
CY
CY
LS
MO

$100.00
$20.00
$75.00
$40.00
$75.00
$1,500,000.00
$10,000.00

$3,650,000.00
$5,091,666.67
$3,750,000.00
$607,170.37
$39,166.67
$1,500,000.00
$160,000.00

1
1

LS
LS

$50,000.00
$1,000,000.00

$50,000.00
$1,000,000.00

Division 33 - Utilities
36" Fish Return HDPE Pipe

250

LF

$325.00

$81,250.00

44
45
46

Division 35 - Waterway and Marine Construction
Intake Screen
Obermeyer Gates and Equipment (200' L x 4' H)
Head Gates

300
1
2

cfs
EA
EA

$1,000.00
$1,231,580.00
$65,000.00

$300,000.00
$1,231,580.00
$130,000.00

47

Division 44 - Pumps
NONE
Total Direct Cost

$1,050,000.00

$81,250.00

$1,661,580.00

$0.00

$48,038,435.44

Potter Valley Project Feasibility Study

Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam Removal Alternatives

Appendix E
Alternative Diversion and Conveyance Screening Matrix

A

B

PERFORMANCE
Evaluation Criteria

2

4
5
6
7

D

E

F

Alt 1: Cone Screens

Alt 2: Vertical Cylindrical
Screens

Alt 3: Ranney Wells

Alt 4: Infiltration Gallery

Medium

High

Low

Low

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

High

High

ALTERNATIVE DIVERSIONS

1

3

C

Weighting

Diversion Performance: Capable of diverting target flow rates?
o Maintains diversion capacity over time

High

o Ability to divert over expected flow range

High

o Risk of unanticipated service interruptions

High

Diversion Reliability: Susceptible to being buried/perched from vertical movement of channel?

8

o Mitigation measures

High

Vertical movement of screens

Vertical movement of screens

None

None

9

o Expected effectiveness of mitigation measures

High

High

High

Low

Low

10

o Overall Reliability

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

11 Diversion Reliability: Susceptible to being damaged (large wood impact)?
12

o Mitigation measures

Medium

Deflector; cone shape

Deflector

None

None

13

o Expected effectiveness of mitigation measures

Medium

Medium

Medium

None

None

14

o Overall Reliability

High

Medium

Medium

No

No

Medium

15 Diversion Reliability: Susceptible to being clogged?
16

o Mitigation measures

Brushes

Flushing + brushes

Air purge

Air purge

17

o Expected effectiveness of mitigation measures

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

18

o Overall Reliability

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

19 Rating for effectiveness of fish passage / avoiding entrainment?
20

o Mitigation measures

High

Velocities, baffles, etc

Velocities, baffles, etc

Do not site under redds

Do not site under redds

21

o Expected effectiveness of mitigation measures

High

High

High

High

High

22

o Overall Reliability

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

23 Diversion Constructability
24

o Engineering certainty

High

Medium

Medium

25

o Regulatory/permitting constraints

Very High

Medium

Medium

High

High

26

o Water rights issues

Very High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Very High

Low
Yes

Low
Yes

High
Yes

Medium
Yes

Very High

Yes

Yes

No

No

Alt 1: Cone Screens

Alt 2: Vertical Cylindrical
Screens

Alt 3: Ranney Wells

Alt 4: Infiltration Gallery

o Amount of space needed to construct
27
28 Overall likelihood of reliably meeting NMFS / CDFW Fish Passage Criteria
29 Overall likelihood of meeting Water Supply Reliability needs
30

31

COST
Evaluation Criteria

Medium

Weighting

A
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

B

o Diversion intake infrastructure

Medium

o Land Acquisition and right of way estimates

Medium

o Road building or improvements

Medium

o Diversion intake infrastructure

High

o Electrical Load

High

o Maintenance

High

Life-cycle cost, Net Present Value including all of the above costs.

High
High

41
42
43 Recommendation
44

None

E

F

High

Medium

High

Medium

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Very High

High

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Advance

Advance

Do not advance

Do not advance

Capital/Life Cycle Cost
Low
High

45
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000
$500,000

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

D

Annual O&M Cost

Estimated Multiplier for permitting / regulatory requirements

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

C

Capital Cost

Low
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

$100,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000

Annual O&M Cost
High

$1,000,000
$500,000
$200,000
$50,000
$10,000

$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$200,000
$50,000

Cell: C4
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Diversion capacity could be maintained over time with maintenance if fouling occurs. With only an external brish system, the cone screen setup is less equipped to handle heavy debris, sediment, and vegetation loading than, say, the
vertical cylindrical screens.
Cell: D4
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
With an air burst, backwash, brush cleaning system, and riser installation, this design is the most felxible and resilient of the four presented.
Cell: E4
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
As with infiltration galleries, Ranney wells are subject to clogging over time and will require re-development of radial collectors.
Cell: F4
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Infiltration galleries are subject to clogging over time and will require re-development of radial collectors. Air burst systems help prolong the life of these systems, but over tme they are known to clog.
Cell: C5
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Because this system would be installed within the surface water column, it is not expected to have the same issues as Ranney wells and infiltration galleries. This system could be subject to bedload attack. However, proper monitoring
of the bed level is expected as part of this system and would help prevent burying the intakes.
ISI Inc out of Sacramento makes an off-the-shelf cone screen model that is rated at 59.9 cfs of diversion with a submergence depth on the screen of 48 inches (assuming a 0.33 ft/s approach velocity). This would require approximately
five cone screens total to meet the 300-cfs max diversion requirement. Adding an additional two cone screens would provide redundancy should one of them be taken out of service and would also provide a factor of safety in case of
limited submergence or partial fouling.
Cell: D5

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Because this system is installed within the surface water column, it is not expected to have the same issues as Ranney wells and infiltration galleries. This system could be subject to bedload attack. However, proper monitoring of the
bed level is expected as part of this system and would help prevent burying the intakes.
ISI Inc out of Sacramento manufactured a series of vertical cylindrical screens for the Elwha project. Each screen was rated at 12.5 cfs. However, similar cylindrical screens can have capacities up to 60 cfs each, which would would require
approximately five screens total to meet the 300-cfs max diversion requirement. Submergence requirements range from about 42 inches to up to 96 inches, depending on the size of each unit. Adding an additional two screens would
provide redundancy should one of them be taken out of service and would also provide a factor of safety in case of limited submergence or partial fouling.
Cell: E5
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
At certain flow rates, suspended fines may settle on the river bed, impacting the ability of Ranney wells to convey the required amount of water. Air burst systems help mitigate this, but only near the perforated pipe and not at the
bed of the river.
Example installations on the Mad River average about 4.6 cfs per well, which would require upwards of 65 wells to provide 300 cfs total.
Cell: F5
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
At certain flow rates, suspended fines may settle on the river bed, impacting the ability of infiltration galleries to convey the required amount of water. Air burst systems help mitigate this, but only near the perforated pipe and not at
the bed of the river.
An example infiltration gallery system on the Tuolumne River has a capacity of 100 cfs and an overall in-river footprint of 65' x 220' (or 14,300 sf or nearly 1/3 of an acre). Tripling the capacity to 300 cfs would roughly triple the footprint
with no factor of safety.
Cell: C6
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System would likely be connected through an ATS to a backup generator so that no interruption is service due to power outage is experienced.
Cell: D6
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System would likely be connected through an ATS to a backup generator so that no interruption is service due to power outage is experienced.
Cell: E6

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System would likely be connected through an ATS to a backup generator so that no interruption is service due to power outage is experienced.
Risk of service interruptions due to sedimentation issues could be high.
Cell: F6
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System would likely be connected through an ATS to a backup generator so that no interruption is service due to power outage is experienced.
Risk of service interruptions due to sedimentation issues could be high.
Cell: C8
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Cone screens can be placed on risers. The risers can be inserted or removed as needed to accommodate bed aggradation/degradation. A single day outage would be anticipated to remove the screens, insert or remove risers, and to reinstall the screens.
Cell: D8
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Vertical Cylindrical Screens can be placed on risers. The risers can be inserted or removed as needed to accommodate bed aggradation/degradation. A single day outage would be anticipated to remove the screens, insert or remove
risers, and to re-install the screens.
Cell: E8
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Ranney Well laterals are designed to be buried. If the bed aggrades after Scott Dam removal, there would be no impact in principle to a deeper bed above the laterals. If the bed degrades after removal of CHD, however, there is no
built-in ability to further lower the laterals.
Cell: F8
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Infiltration Gallery laterals are designed to be buried. If the bed aggrades after Scott Dam removal, there would be no impact in principle to a deeper bed above the laterals. If the bed degrades after removal of CHD, however, there is
no built-in ability to further lower the laterals.

Cell: E9
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Because there are no mitigation measures associated with this evaluation criterion, a Ranney Well's ability to mitigate against changes in bed elevation is considered low.
Cell: F9
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Because there are no mitigation measures associated with this evaluation criterion, an Infiltration Gallery's ability to mitigate against changes in bed elevation is considered low.
Cell: E10
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Provided that the system is properly sized and properly maintained, the overall reliability is expected to be adequate. However, clogging issues can happen unexpectedly, leading to unexpected outages. In addition, after Cape Horn
Dam and Scott Dam removal, the response of the aquifer to changes in surface water is unknown and difficult to predict. These changes could have negative impacts on water supply reliability with a susburface supply system.
Cell: F10
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Provided that the system is properly sized and properly maintained, the overall reliability is expected to be adequate. However, clogging issues can happen unexpectedly, leading to unexpected outages. Outages could also occur due
to the presence of redds near the laterals. Ongoing monitoring may also be required to this end. In addition, after Cape Horn Dam and Scott Dam removal, the response of the aquifer to changes in surface water is unknown and difficult
to predict. These changes could have negative impacts on water supply reliability with a susburface supply system.
Cell: C12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Most large debris will be transported during larger flow events. Under these circumstances, the cone screens are likely to be fully submereged and potentially have decent freeboard on top of them. Additionally, a low deflector could
be considered upstream of the screens to shunt large debris off to the side to avoid impact with the screens. This could consist of simple pile members driven vertically and spaced perhaps 3 to 6 feet apart and oriented at an angle to
streamflow to passively move large debris off to the side. Finally, the conical shape of the screens helps deflect debris around the screens at low flow.
Cell: D12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Most large debris will be transported during larger flow events. Under these circumstances, the cylinder screens are likely to be fully submerged and potentially have decent freeboard on top of them. Additionally, a deflector wall
could be located upstream of the screens and extend outward from the outer intake wall to shunt large debris off to the side to avoid impact with the screens. This could consist of an angle bar rack (e.g. Grizzly) oriented to passively
move large debris off to the side. Finally, the conical shape of the screens helps deflect debris around the screens at low flow.

Cell: E12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Ranney wells are typically located in the overbank area, with laterals extending into the river corridor in the subsurface. Therefore there are no facility elements located within the surface water column.
Cell: F12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Infiltration galleries are typically located in the overbank area, with laterals extending into the river corridor in the subsurface. Therefore there are no facility elements located within the surface water column.
Cell: C16
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System consistent of rating brush cleaner that sweeps around the cylinder horizontally.
Cell: D16
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System consists of internal and external brush system, as well as air burst and water jet backwash systems.
Cell: E16
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System may be outfitted with an air purge backwash system to celan the laterals if clogged. System can be automated and based on a timer or pressure differentials or manual. With bed consolidation over time the ability of the air
purge system to clean the lateral lines will diminish.
Cell: F16
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
System may be outfitted with an air purge backwash system to celan the laterals if clogged. System can be automated and based on a timer or pressure differentials or manual. With bed consolidation over time the ability of the air
purge system to clean the lateral lines will diminish.
Cell: C17

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
The brush system is expected to work well under nroaml operating conditions. However, after Scott Dam removal
Cell: E24
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
There are inherent uncertainties in the reliability and effectiveness of Ranney Wells at this site due to the lack of information and data related to local hydrogeology. Add to this the short-term (5-10 years)uncertainty due to sediment
loading from Scott Dam Removal and the uncertainty due to a new equilibrium channel profile after CHD removal, and the engineering certainty is greatly diminished.
Cell: F24
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
There are inherent uncertainties in the reliability and effectiveness of Infiltration Galleries at this site due to the lack of information and data related to local hydrogeology. Add to this the short-term (5-10 years)uncertainty due to
sediment loading from Scott Dam Removal and the uncertainty due to a new equilibrium channel profile after CHD removal, and the engineering certainty is greatly diminished.
Cell: E25
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
The Ranney Well alternative could require significant land or land easement acquisition. Land use restrictions may curtail siting wells at particular locations.
Cell: F25
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Infiltration galleries will require a significant dewatering effort, whcih will require Corps 404 permitting. Fisheries agencies may take issue with, or prohibit the shallow (<10 feet) installation of laterals. Without the ability to modify the
location of the laterals in the vertical, the risk remains that laterals could end up near the cahnnel bottom.
Cell: C33
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Cone screens in general ar not all that expensive. However, because the installation would be in-river, at or near the re-established thalweg, extensive civil works would be required to place them. One option is to dewater and
excavate the area where the cone screens would be located using a sheetpile cofferdam. The main intake pipe could then be jacked from a drive shaft to the cofferdam location. The cone screens would be installed on risers and
connected in parallel to the main intake pipeline and then backfilled to the level of the surrounding grade. This is an expensive operation.
Cell: D33

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
The existing diversion facility could be retrofitted to mount the screens along the otuside guide wall facing the river. The dewatering needs would be small in comparison with the other alternatives.
Could potentially be low capital cost, except depth of water over the screens needs to be ensured. Reasults of hydraulic and sediment transport modeling will help inform the reliability of submergence over the screens. If needed, a
small river-spanning check structure with a simple fishway could be isntalled, or possibly a lateral groin structure that is not river-spanning, to help meet submergence criteria.
The installation could be adaptively managed through a phased lowering of the dam to determine if and where a check structure might be required.
Cell: E33
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the number of wells and required area to install a Ranney Well system, the capital costs are considered high, but may even extend into the "very high" cetegory. Ranney Wells are usually constructed using driven piles or
caissons to create a well, with a tremie slab poured at the bottom to facilitate dewatering and to serve as a base for pipe jacking equipment. Depending on the number and capacity of the laterals, anywhere from 10 to 50 wells would be
required. In order to site the wells outside of the influence of each other, the spatial distribution of the wells could be significant. This adds appreciably to the capital cost. The wells themsleves would need to be connected to a main
intake pipeline, again adding to the overall cost. Although dewatering requirements would likely be minimal, the labor, equipment and materials required for installing the wells is considerd significant.
Cell: E39
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Maintenance to the laterals can be expected every 10 to 15 years or so due to pipe damage from differential settlement, deflection and movement of joints, clogging, and possible scaling, biofouling, or other encrustation. Backflushing the laterals will be required frequently.
Cell: F39
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Maintenance to the laterals can be expected every 10 to 15 years or so due to pipe damage from differential settlement, deflection and movement of joints, clogging, and possible scaling or biofouling. Back-flushing the laterals will be
required frequently. In addition, monitoring for nearby redds may also be required as part of a standard operations and monitoring program.
Cell: E41
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Although Ranney Wells extend out into the channel below the ordinary high water mark, they are typically constructed from large diameter, dewatered caisson-style wells using pipe jacking methods and therefore do not impact the
channel proper. This would make permitting much easier than infiltration galleries. However, due to the shear number of wells required and potential land use restrictions and easements needed, teh permitting and regulatory hurdles
are not expected to be small.
Cell: F41

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Infiltration galleries are nestd within fairly alluvium. Therefore, the simplest construction approach involves dewatering part of the river with a cofferdam and excavating out the channel bed to place the laterals. Doing so will require a
404 and 408 permit from the Corps. A fish salvage plan would need to be implemented and redds would need to be surveyed and addressed prior to construction activities. There may be other hurdles due to the extensive in-river work.
Cell: C43
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Despite the high capital cost associated with this alternative, its reliability, fish friendliness, and low-to-medium O&M costs recommend it for advancement.
Cell: D43
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Based on this screening assessment, this alternative is the best overall and is recommended for advancement.
Cell: E43
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the very high life cycle cost, the overall engineering uncertainty and constructability issues, the potential high number of wells required, high land use needs and potential permitting problems, potential for service
interruptions, and inflexibility in the face of a changing river profile, this alternative is not recommended for advancement.
Cell: F43
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the overall engineering uncertainty and constructability issues, the extent of in-river work and potential permitting problems, long-term maintenance costs, potential for service interruptions, inflexibility in the face of a
changing river profile, and the potential risk to redds, this alternative is not recommended for advancement.

ALTERNATIVE CONVEYANCES
PERFORMANCE
Evaluation Criteria

Weighting

Alt 1: Pipeline

Alt 2: Canal

Alt 3: New Tunnel

Alt 4: Pump Station

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

Alt 1: Pipeline

Alt 2: Canal

Alt 4: Tunnel

Alt 5: Pump Station

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Conveyance Performance
o Able to convey high flow

High

o Able to convey low flow

High

Conveyance Reliability
o System longevity

Medium

o Potential for maintenance shutdowns

Medium

o Catastrophic failure possible

Medium

Conveyance Constructability
o Engineering certainty

Low

o Regulatory/permitting constraints

Low

o Land easement and rights-of-way issues

Low

Overall likelihood of meeting Water Supply Reliability needs

COST
Evaluation Criteria

Weighting

Capital Cost
o Conveyance infrastructure

Medium

o Land Acquisition and right of way estimates

Medium

o Road building or improvements

Medium

Annual O&M Cost
o Conveyance infrastructure

High

o Pumping

High

o Maintenance

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Life-cycle cost, Net Present Value including all of the above costs.

High

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

Estimated Multiplier for permitting / regulatory requirements

High

High

High

High

Medium

Recommendation

None

Do not advance

Do not advance

Advance

Advance

Low
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000
$500,000

Low
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

Capital/Life Cycle Cost
High
$100,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000

Annual O&M Cost
High

$1,000,000
$500,000
$200,000
$50,000
$10,000

$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$200,000
$50,000

Cell: C7
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
If designed properly, pipelines grow to be very old and still function; however, compared with properly designed canals and tunnels, pipelines do not have quite the same longevity.
Cell: F7
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
If designed and maintained properly, a pump station will operate for many, many decades. However, compared with properly designed canals and tunnels, pump stations do not have quite the same longevity.
Cell: D9
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Although a catastrophic failure of a canal is unlikely, it is perhaps more of a possibility due to potential landslides than the collapse of a gravity pipeline or the failure of a pump station with redundant mechancial equipment.
Cell: E9
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Although tunnel collapse is unlikely, it is perhaps more of a possibility than the collapse of a gravity pipeline or the failure of a pump station with redundant mechancial equipment.
Cell: F11
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
This alternative has the highest engineering certainty because it does not rely on information related to the subsurface (like the tunnel does) or a future river profile after dam removal.
Cell: C12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the large ground disturbance and potential very large footprint, regulatory and permitting hurdles could be great.
Cell: D12
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the large ground disturbance and potential very large footprint, regulatory and permitting hurdles could be great.
Cell: F13

Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
This alternative has the smallest overall footprint of the four. Land easements and rights-of-way are therefore considered more manageable.
Cell: C28
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the very high capital costs, potentially significant land easements, right-of-way and land acquisition required, and the overall uncertainty related to the location of the diversion facility associated with a gravity conveyance of this kind, this alternative is
not recommended for advancement.
Cell: D28
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Due to the very high capital costs, potentially significant land easements, right-of-way and land acquisition required, and the overall uncertainty related to the location of the diversion facility associated with a gravity conveyance of this kind, this alternative is
not recommended for advancement.
Cell: E28
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Despite the very high capital cost associated with a new tunnel and the geological uncertainty associated with a new, lower tunnel alignment, from the persepctive of water supply reliability, a new gravity tunnel combined with a diversion facility located
closer to the existing diverison could yield a feasible alternative. This alternative is therefore recommended for advancement.
Cell: F28
Comment: [Threaded comment]
Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924
Comment:
Despite the high pumping costs associated with this alternative, a pump station ensures that water can be conveyed from the point of divrsion to Potter Valley with the least amount of uncertianty. In addition, the small footprint and the lower capital cost
recommend this alternative for advancement.

